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We -welcome FRAYAN'GELICO CHAVEZ' ~return to the pages of the
NMHRafter a,;long int~rval~nearly six years-and h6pe to snare more
frequent ,contributions from now on. Father Angelico, who has recently
returned to Pella Blanca, is hard at work again on an old project of his,
the lives, of the Franciscan martyrs) of New' Mexico, to be based on the
most meticulous study of the available sources,
JOHN HAMMOND MOORE ,is, Associate Pr9fessor of. History at Winthrop College, Rock Hill, Smith Carolina. Although he specializes in
United States history si~'ce 1877, this does not prevent him from taking a
look at interesting items from other, eras, and, in cooperation with tp,e
State Library Board, he is compiling a guide to research materials in South
Carolina. We owe the discovery qf the Whilden letters to this project. Dr.
Moore has published in various regional and specialized journals-not
that he is' "attempting to make a publishing tour of the fifty states," but
simply because of the data he has found related to specific areas.
This is the third· a,rticl~ by RALPH A. SMITH in NMHR concerning
scalp hunters, and he has published a respectable number elsewhere on
aspects of this 'hair~raising subject. Dr. Smith has been on the staff of
Abilene Christian College since. 1950., ,
_MICHAEL C. MEYER was b~rn and educated in Albuquerque, where
he received. his Ph.D. from the University of New Mexico in 1963. His
research took him to Mexico for a couple of years, and he has been lecturer for twelve Peace Corps Training Programs. He is now Assistant
Professor at the University of Nebraska, where he teaches Latin American
history.
"~ut certainly it may be said that a book which spurs its reader on
to the pleasures of further inquiry has achieved a rare and worthwhile
object." This is what happened when we asked JOHN E. LONGHURST to
review 0 Strange New World for us. The author of the essay inspired by
Howard Mumford Jones's impressive and fascinating work is Professor
of History at the University of Kansas.
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THE UNIQUE TOMB OF FATHERS ZARATE
AND DE LA LLANA IN SANTA FE
FRAY ,ANGELICO CHAVEZ

U

NUKE other historiCal sections ofthis country, colonial New
Mexico is sadly lacking in gravestones and other such permanent
markers which" often provide factual information or reHect the
spirit and customs of the times: Pioneer New Mexicans set up
wooden crosses on outside burials with inscriptions roughly carved
on them; butthes'e lasted only a few years. The custom bf burying
people inside a new church, until all Hoor space was 'filled, seems
to have ignored the' need of such markers. Burials were recorded
in the mission registers, but none of these survived the Indian
Revolt of 1680. Indeed, precious few are extant from the decades
immediately following the Reconquest of 1693.
The only example that we have 6f a permanent tomb with epitaphs is that of Fathers Asencio de Zarate and Geronimo de 13,
Llana who died in the mid-seventeenth century-:-and the tomb itself, which is a small storie casket or reliquary, only dates from
1759, a full century after the death of the second friar. This casket,
moved to its present location not long ago, can be seenin the Conquistadora chapel of the cathedral in Santa Fe. Inscriptions on the
front tell us when and 'where these men died and why their bones
merited such an unusual honor.
It all goes back to the Christian piety, and perhaps solicitude
for preserving his own memory, of Don Francisco Antonio Marin
del Valle; Governor of New Mexico, 1754-1760. Am'ajor and
now famed projectof his was the military chapel of Our La.dy of
Lightonthe plaza with its rareretahlo of carved stonethat bore
his name and thato£hiswifeas the proud donors.! A ,second
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solid project perpetuating his name ·is this small stone casket-To
rec~negeneratlons it appeared rio more than, a niere 'stone slab ini-

,betided in the north wall'of the sanctuary.· of the old adobe parish
church of St. Francis. On it was carved a Franciscan knotted cord
in the shape ofa reclining figure-eight. In each oval were the following epitaphs in capital,letters, done in black ink and by now
much faded and scratched:
AQUI iAGEN LOS HUESOS DeL Ve Pe F ASENCIO ZARATE DELa HaRDEN De SAN FRANCISCO VA~ON' APOSTOLICO QUE SE SACARON EN LAS RUINAs P~LA IGL:gSIA De S L6~ENCO DE PECU:RIES' EL DIA 8 DE MAIO De
1759 I SE TRASLADARON'ESTOS DOS VENs VARONESA
ESTA PAROCHIA DE LA VILLA'De SAT1\ FE EL DIA '31 D
'
.
AGOSTO De DICHO ANO.
Here lie the bones of the Venerable Father Friar Asenci,!} Za:r:at~,
of the Order of St. Francis, an apostolic man, which were taken ~out
of the ruins of the ancient church of San Lorenzo of Picuris, on the
8th day of May, 1759, and these two venerable men were transferred
to this parish of the Villa of Santa Fe on the 31 st day of August
of said year.
'
'

In the second oval some crude ,hand later tried to .carve out the
first two inked lines:
AQUI IACEN ios HUESOS DEL V~ Pe F GERONIMO De
LA LLANA VARON APOST. De LA HORDEN D~S FRANo
QUE SE'SACARON De LA lvUSn ARUINa D QUARAC PROV
De LAS SALINAS EN 10 De ABRIL D 1759 POR EL SENOR
Dn FRAN ANTo MARIN DEL VALLE GOVERN. I CAP. GEN
DE ESTE REINO QUIE;N HIZO LA (jARIDAD DE COSTAR
ESTE SEPULCRO.
,

-

Here, lie the bones of the:Venerable:: Father Friar Geronimo de
'La Llana," Apqstolic' man, of thedrd~r 'of St. Francis, which were
',', taken out of the ruined mission of 'Quarac, Province- of the' S~iil1as;' :.:
. on it!l,e,Ist. 9f Ap~il! i759"bY~~',Lord don Fr.an~isco J\ntonio , ,',
Marin del Valle" Governor 'and Captain;General of this Kingdom,
who did the kindness of paying for this sepulcher.
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, ',The earli~st knqwn di,scu$sion,of ,tbis-.s.epulch~r and its story ~is
by Adolph ~Bandelier, wlio 'referred Joth'e tombas,:~twotcysts;that
had, been ,immured," evidently suspecting other slabs behind ;the
inscribed one. CInarchaeology, a cist is a coffin formed QfHat
stQnes placededgewise,with~mother, Hat stone for a cover;) He
states that'on June, 2" 188o,whil~ preparing to remove the altar
of the "old cathedral" of Santa Fe, preliminary to dosing the rear
portion of the present stone cathedral built by Archibishop Lamy,
fathe~s Rolly and Gatig~ol ~oticed two anCierit inscriptions cov~red ,with adobe dust. After brushing 'off the dust they ~ere able
tQ de~ipher the lettering. Bandelier made a rough translation of
the epitaphs; remarking that the tomb could now be seep in Ita
vacant ,room behind the" main altar" of the cathedral, and that
"so far thes'e two:to~bs' have' been ,the only ones from the 17th
century identified in New Mexico:"2 Archbishop Salpointe called
ita "coffin,'~ perhaps echoing Bandelier, and also'provided his own
translation of theinscriptions. 3 , His cleriCal contemporary, Father
,I?ef6uri~ r~ferred '"to it as the: ':graves of th~ two friars" and Ita
double ~eadstone". in his' first booklet,: c(msideri~g it, and the great
stone reredos as the' "two treasures" of the old ad()be ~anctuary.
But in a later work he calls it;a "double slab."4
'Here it must be' noted that eight.yearsafter. his ,arrival as first
bishop of Santa Fe in 1851 Archbishop Lamysoldtheruined
military chapel of Our Lady.of,Light,and remoy~d the great stone
reredos to th~ ol~ adobe paris.hJ church ',of St.Fr~ricis, whi~h dated
This~a,s UllnY~' .~athedral
for, , the time'being.
from. 1714-1 7i 7.
' . ,
.
;'
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It might well have happened that the sanctuary walls were given
a new coat of plaster after the installation of the reredos, and that
during this process four short pieces'of square beam were inserted
around thefront of the casket of the padres to make it appear like
a simple slab. And yet, a photograph of the old cathedral sanc'"
tuary arid reredos, taken by Charles H. Lummis sometime between
1888 and 1892, while clearly showing the tomb already surrounded by the beams, also reveals that the wall plaster was quite
old. 5 That the entire casket stood in full view within its .niche in
the early part of the nineteenth century is indicated by a popular
tradition relayed by Defouri in both works cited. He states that
Bishop Zubiria of Durango during his pastoral visitations of Santa
Fe in 1833, 1845, and 1850, always had the sepulcher opened in
order that he might venerate the relics of those two men of God.
Whatever the truth may be, the tomb's real nature 'came to
light some years ago when I was directing the restoration of the
Conquistadora chapel, itself the other remaining part, with the
old sanctuary, of the 1714-1717 church. The nave of the old
church was pulled down and out of the new stone cathedral in
1886. The rear wall of the present sanctuary, erected after 1890,
turned the old sanctuary into "a vacant room behind the main
altar," as Bandelier put it. Later it was used as a "Cathedral Museum" poorly f~aturing the stone reredos and a welter of old
images, paintings, vestments, and candlesticks. With the removal
of the reredos to the church of Cristo Rey in 1940, and later of
the old paraphernalia by one of the chancellors, the place had
become a deserted storeroom. Solicitous as well as curious about
my ancient Francican brethre:q left so abandoned, I took a hammer and chisel and chipped away the upper beam of the "grave," \
to discover a well-proportioned stone casket and, under its two
removable lids, further inked inscriptions which no light had
faded. Immediately I got the contractor to open a fitting niche in
the left-hand side wall of the' Conquistadora chapel, and thither
we reverently carried this "treasure" on March 1'5, 1957, as I recorded in my notes along with measurements of the reliquary. I

,

•.. '<.J' ••..

or,

)
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also summoned a photographer to take clear pictures of the contents and of the inscriptions on the underside of the lids.
The casket is a block of white chalky stone, 4 I inches long, 2 I
inches wide, and 12¥2 inches high. Two compartments were
neatly carved inside, leaving an outer wall 2IA inches thick and
a center partition 2 inches thick. Two identical covers had been
cut from the same kind of stone to fit loosely over the twin compartments, each lid about 2 inches thick, beveled down to an
inch around the outer edges. 'qn the center of each lid a solid
copper hasp was attached 'by means of two copper bolts driven
through the stone and riveted on the underside. In each compartment a few bones showed among the moldy folds of eighteenthcentury blue Franciscan habits, in which they had been wrapped
and then stuffed into each section. I did not extract the bundles
to .see if any skulls or crania were inside. The habit around
Father Zarate's remains was of a rough woolen weave, while
Father de la Llana's was of a finer serge, the color of both fabrics
unfaded, similar in appearance to the denim used for western
"Levi's;" though much softer. I snipped off a piece of each habit,
and of a knotted cord, to preserVe as the only known samples of
the blue habit worn by the old Fninciscansof New Mexico. 6
Just as big a surprise were the inscriptions, inked in lower case
letters, beneath the lids, which read: .
Este Ve pe Fr. Ascensio Zarate estubo sepultado [adentro] de la
Yglesa antigua de Sn Lorenzo dePecuries ciento y beinte y si[ete]
anos hasta que fue sacado pr el Sor Gobernador Marin, fue un baron
a[dmi]rable enla penitenzia y horacion por quien obro DIGS algunos pro[digios] passo. al senor Heno demeritos y fama de santidad
el Ano del [1632] fueron· aqui ultimamente sepultados estos dos
Vener.· pp.s p! el M[
] Jubilado fro Jacobo de Castro excustO
de tampico, y actual Cust.o R[eel]ect~ de esta Sta Custodia en su
ano .7° Salieron ~stos V· huessos de el Real Palacio donde estaban
depositados contoda pompa marchando la tropa de el Pr[esidio] y
Milicia comucho Jubilo y consuelo de todos los ilVitadores de este
Reino. Predic6 estas honrras el R. p.e fr; TomasMurciano 'de la Cruz
excust.O de esta dicha Cust.a
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{E]ste Vn, ,P~ Fr. Geronimode,laLlanafue natural de MexiCo
, .'clonde 'p~ofesso pa~o a esta CustR del nuebo MexiCo a ilustrar esta~
Regiones can su Exemplar Doctrina i' virtud, fue el Oraculo de esta
custR lleno de Medtos fue a gozar de el ~ruto de sustrabajos en el
'Pueblo Zita.do d~ Quarac dohde estubo sepultado cien afi.o~. ',",
This Venerable,Father Friar Asencio Zarate 19,y buried inside the
ancient, Church ~f, St. Lawrence of Picuris a htindredand, twenty,seven years until he, was removed by the Lord Governor Marin. He
was a man admirable in penance and prayer through whom God
worked some wonders. He passed on to the Lord full of merits and
with the fame of sanctity in the year 1632. These two venerable
Fathers were finally buried here by the (Very Reverend) Jubileed
,Friar Jacobo de Castro; ex-Custos of Tampico and present re-elected
:: Custos of thi~ Holy Custody in his 7th year Un office]. These venerable bones ,went forth from the Royal, Palace, where they were kept,
the troop of the Royal Garrison and Militia Plarching with all pomp,
'with much rejoiCing and ,the solace of all the inhabitants of tHis
Kingdo~. The Rev~rend Father Friar Tomas Murciano de la Cniz,
ex-Custos of said Custody, preached the eulogy.'
This Venera,ble Father Friar Geronimo de la Llana was a native ,of
Mexico City where he made his profession. He passed over totliis
Custody of New MexiCo to brighten these Regions with his', exemplary teaching and virtue. He was the oracle of this Custody. Fllll
of merits he went to enjoy the fruit of his labors atthe afore-mentioned Pueblo of Quara.c, ,where' he lay buried for a hundred year~.

It iSiriterestiIlg to note howphtases from Vetancurt's Menologio
are incoq)prated into these inscriptioIls.,'"
. 'What prompted Governor' Madti, del Valle to transfer the meager
reliq; ~from ,Picutisand Quarac;,aIld" then enshrine them so cere~
fhoniously in Santa. Fe" w~s' evidently the exact centenary of
'Father 'de 'la Llana's' deatlL Bandelier had in his possession the
Covemor's"ofiicial document, with other supporting papers,coIl:
'ceming the 'exhumation bf Father de la Llana: Dilixencias sobre
la :solizitud del cuerpo'!'del'venerahle P:e Fray Geronimo de la
Llana (MS)} Frornit Bandelier,learned that a 'Fray Nicol~s:de
Freitas in 1699, according to aJater certification of his, Odober
26-,.I70.6;':had disinterredHlther,de-la Llana's cowse intne.church
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of Quadc ten year~{iafter·his·death:· "And after-ten;iyear~',[ ,found
if intact and inco~pt iogetheivvith his habit, a~~ it was:placed
jn 'a p~ne box and I put it within the table '6f the high altar; and
between his hands, I placed a parchment on 'which, is written the
identification (notizia) of said Father, who had been an apostolic
man." Next there was a deposition made by a Tano Indian of
Galisteo, who stated (in 1759) that he had often heard that an
Indian named'Tempano, a very old survivor of the' long~aban
cloned$alinas pueblos, used tq say that' Quarac was ,the first
pueblo abal1doned, and that its survivors went to join the. people
of the neighboring, pueblo of Tajique, taking along, with, them
the corpse of a defunct friar. And so, on March 30, 1:759,::when
the governor with his party of officials and friars arrived at Quarac,
differences of opinion arose as to whether Quarac was Tajique,
til' vice versa. The relics' were discovered' in one.of the ruined
p~eblos;,eno~gh. remained of· a Franciscan habit· to'ide!1tify the
body, but there wa~ no trace of Father Freitas' parchment. The
bones were put in.a box brought .for the purpose and taken to
"
Santa Fe. 8
,:
. As to th~ finding' of Fathe~ Zarate's' remains at Picuris,' Bandelier believed that there :must have been similar official ;docuirient, but he Oknewof none:. 'cS~e. note7,
From',the cas~
ket inscrIption we learn that Father Zar~te's were exhu~ed at
Picuris on May 8, 1759, buthQw'theirid~ntificatiopcame,ab.oU:_t
we cannot say. The pueblo w.as inhabited~ and perhaps; th~P:i~
curis Indians had preserved, the ~memory, o~ the Alan, and: his
burial place. It ~.an also P1~an that either tb-e ruins of the qriginal
sevent~enth-cen~ury church were still v~ry much in. evidence ill
J759,. or that Father Alyarez had utilized part of the walJs for his
~inew.. church!~ in.1 706.9 Thes¢. pones, ;md. thos~ of'· Fath_er·d~, :l~
'Llima,~previously exhutned on ,April:' (s~"w~rerey~rel1~Jy J~P.t~t
the Palace of the Governors for foupandfive, months, respectively,
providing:enough, time for. the .stone ~casket to :be 'carved out,-evidently'from one, of.the'·blocks"lMt ove~ from ·the :l1eW' reredos ,of
burLadyof .Light, .and:mostJikelY' ,by; the'same.sculptor~ By :a

a
sup;q.)
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curious series! of coincidences, the related 10 stones of reredos and
casket had come together again a century later: at the old cathedral
sanctuary, to become separated once more in the middle of this
our century ",:hen the reredos was taken away.
THE IDENTITY OF THE TWO FRIARS

WHAT LITTLE WE KNOW of New Mexico in the seventeenth
century comes mostly from judicial records discovered in Mexico
and Spain which deal with accusations and recriminations between the missionaries and local Spanish officials and colonists.
From them Dr. France V. Scholes ably reconstructed in general
outlines the New Mexican life of the period, and the picture 'Batters neither the missionaries nor the colonists. l l Whatever good
was done by either group lies literally interred with their bones.
As regards the friars, extra good reports about a number of them
trickled down to Franciscan headquarters in Mexico City, and
some of these came to be recorded brieRy by the chroniclers years
later. Outstanding for their extraordinarily saintly lives (arid this
is what those pious chroniclers looked for over and above ordinary
goodness) were two men who were not even martyrs: Fray
Asencio de Zarate and Fray Geronimo de la Llana.
Fray Asencio de Zarate came to the New World in 1600, but
his Spanish Franciscan Province of origin is not known. 12 He
came to New Mexico in· 1621. 13 The following year he was
guardian of the Santa Fe friary as well as secretary and definer
of the custodial council, when he wrote a letter to the Holy
Office, Sept. 8, 1622, commending the fine qualities of the custos, Fray Miguel de Chavarria, who was departing for Mexico
City. Chavarria left him in charge of the missions as vice-custos,
an interim office that lasted until the arrival of the new custos,
F~ay Alonso Benavides, in December, 1625. During this term,
when the fiery Fray Esteban Perea was justifiably fighting the
meddlesome practices of Governor Eulate, Father Zarate seems
to have keBt his peace, in character with Father Benavides' later
appreciation of him. According to Perea, he did call a meeting bf
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the friars to discuss the problems with the governor. His letter
praising Father Chavarria shows a clear and candid hand, and his
strongest condemnation of affairs in New Mexico simply states
that certain things had gone unpunished "because everything here
is a justice of compadres. Jl14 He sang the solemn mass at the installation of Benavides as custos and first commissary of the Holy
Office. Not long after he was working among the Indians; at his
own request, we can presume. According to Scholes and Bloom,
he took over the PIcuris mission around the year· 1629. Be that
as it may, in 1627 he went among the Apaches "with his people"
(Indians of some pueblo), to keep alive the faith of a chieftain
and others converted by two other saintly men, Father Pedro de
Ortega and Brother Geronimo de. Pedraza; later, after Benavides'
departure in 1629, he and Father Ortega visited the Humana
tribe which at the· time claimed to have been catechized by a
blue-mantled nun who appeared to them. When he took over the
Picuris mission he was mistreated at first, but soon gained the
'good will of his charges by his personal holiness, which Father
Benavides himself recognized: "The conversion and general baptism of this indomitable pueblo was reserved for the fortunate
father, Fray Ascencio de Zarate, a friar of a very perfect life and
remarkable abstinence. The Indians have many times attempted
to kill him and always God miraculously saved his life. What we
today know and have seen will be told after his death. But by
his great zeal and courage he converted them all; they are now
very peacefu.I . . ."15
His unusual penances, as enumerated by Vetancurt, could
well have been part of his power, for the Indians greatly admired
bodily mortification in their own shamans. And there could well
have been real wonders wrought by prayer which the chroniclers
skipped over for the more dramatic ones which, to our ears; sound
less sublime. But let us see how some rof the rumors which trickled down to Mexico City were finally crystallized; whether blown
up by fancy, or purely imagined, they nevertheless attest to the
fact that this padre of Picuris had greatly impressed all his contemporaries by his extraordinary good life.

lIO
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'~' T~eYe.nerabl~, F~ther.Fra)'Ascensi9 Zarate, a man of;:tdmirable
. penance and fervoro~s prayer<, in which he w~s o~c';1pied th.e bettef,
part ~f the night, went on to the New-Mexico zealous for converting souls, where he doubled his penances; since, not satisfied with
taking' the discipline thrice da!ly, he would g6into the woods takihg
along bne of. his mltive' helpers and,' baring his back, prevailed upon
him to scourge him vigorously, saying that he wanted to repay in
some small way the much that the Redeemer had suffered for him.
~-1'hausted by'long distances of travel he once asked for relief; and
.there being nothing. but an untamed mule at hand, - ~e placed' his
mantle on it, and it carried him as though it were a tame sheep. On
'another occasion he asked a man driving some colts to let him have
one for the love of God, in orde~ to go and administer the last Sacraments; although he knew that they were all wild, the man let him
choose one; when
spread olit his inantle,~~ they passed by, one
of them came up to sniff.it, andheaskeq for that very one. The man
had a time catching it, but as,soon as the Venerable Father came
close, he was able toplace a saddle on it as though it were very
tame. And he rode it without its displaying its former fury. One
time when the barbarians entered his friary and searched for him
thoroughly, God made him invisible while he was praying, as when
they tried to stone Christ in the temple. Full of merits and, with the
fame of sanctity he passed on to the Lord in: the year 1632, in the.
friary of St. Lawrence of the Picuris, and, twenty-five years later'his
body was found whole, pliable" and fragrant, by which God ma ll i7;
.fested the sanctity of his Servant.16

he

Fray Geronimo de la Llana was a native of Mexico City, ·the
legiti:qlate son of Juan de la Llana, a native of. Mendieta in Biscay, arid Isapd de la Raya, a native of Mexico City. When twentyone years old he took the ~ranci~can habit on Noyell}ber 20,_ 1628,
with the priestpood in view, at the hour of Compline, andsubsequently made his profession in the Order. 17 Following.his professioni'at the dose of his novitiate, November 21, 1629, hiS period
of studies may have been, shortened because of hispr~vious e4ucatii:>ri~18If he was ordained.af th,e minimum ag~of twenty-four
(say,' in 1632), ;he must have spent less than two years a;mong
the Indians of Mexico, as stated by the chroniclers, for he,w~s already in New Mexico in 1634, stationed at Isleta according to
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Scholes andBloom.Iil January bf'I636'he' was guardiaii of the
friary of San Miguel atTajique, when heinade a deposition at
Qilarac before Father Pere~ against Governor MartInez de Baeza.
Here he gave his. age as twenty-nine. The incident attested to
had taken place in November', I 634,when Fa~herde la Llana
was in "this friary" (Quarac?).19 His next, andJast, briefappearance in the hectic jp.dicial records of the times is his' signature as
secretary of an auto of the friars against the infamous' Governor
Rosas, at Santo Domingo, September I b, , 1644.20 H0,w' much the

youthful' de la Llana was involved in those quarrel~ we d~ not
know. What we do know is that a man given to much prayer and
mortification was not the type for such involvements,. and this
may be why his name appears only twice., The next we hear of
him is the posthumous pious compendium of his life and de~ds as
screened, like Father Zarate's, through the 'chronicler's point of
view:
The'Venerable Father Fray Ger6riimo de 1a Llana, a native of
Mexico, where he made his profession in the Friary of our Father'
St. Francis on November 21; 1629; the son of Juan dela Llana,
native' of Mendieta, and Dona Isabel'de la Raya, native of Mexico,
was learned in both branches of law. At the age of twenty-one he
" entered the Order with the fervor ,of saving souls, and learned th~
. language with which he garnered mllch fruit, for what he said by
word they saw in his work. .Not content with the rewards of labor
in this M~~ic~m vineyard, he went on to the New Mexieo
bright~
en those new regions by his exemplary teaching. He was much
. given to mental prayer and continuous in fasting and mortifications.,
He was the oracle of that Custody and an example to that Country.

to
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Full of merits he finally went to enjoy the reward of his labors at
the Pueblo of Quarac, where he lies buried. On the day of his favorite, St. Bonaventure, he prepared himself with the holy Sacraments, and announced his death on the 19th, the year 1659.21

Thus far the story of the two seventeenth-century holy friars
and their eighteenth-century twin casket of solid stone. The good
that they did was not entirely interred with their bones, edifying
the people more than a century later. Their disinterred bones,
moreover, by exciting the piety if not the vanity of a long-dead
Governor, left us the only substantial tomb and set of epitaphs
from colonial times in New Mexico.
(
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NOTES
I. See Eleanor B. Adams, "The Chapel and Cofradfa of Our Lady of
Light in Santa Fe," NMHR, vol. 22 (1947), pp. 327-41. A much earlier
article by A. von Wuthenau, "The Spanish Military Chapels in Santa Fe
and the Reredos of Our Lady of Light," NMHR, vol. 10 (1935), pp. 17594, faulty in speculations concerning early post-Reconquest churches in
Santa Fe, treats Governor Marin del Valle's relations with the Franciscans
at some length, as does the introduction to E. B. Adams, ed., Bishop
Tamaron's Visitation of New Mexico, 1760 (Historical Society of New
Mexico, Publications in History, vol. 15, Albuquerque, 1954). For a restoration in color of the reredos and a detailed description see E. B. Adams
and Fray Angelico Chavez, The Missions Of New Mexico, 1776 (Albuquerque, 1956), frontispiece and pp. 32-37.
2. Adolph F. Bandelier,' Final Report of Investigations among the Indians of the Southwestern United States, vol. 2 (Cambridge, Mass., 1892),
.
PP·257-64·
3. J. B. Salpointe, Soldiers Of the Cross (Banning, Cal., 1898), pp.

99"100.

4. James H. Defouri, Historical Sketch of th~ Catholic Church in
New Mexico (San Francisco, 1887), p. 50; The Martyrs of New Mexico
(Las Vegas, N. M., 1893), p. 72. In the notes to F. W. Hodge, G. P.
Hammond, and A. Rey, eds., Fray Alonso de Benavides' Revised Memorial of 1634 (Albtlquerque, 1935), p. 281, Hodge calls it a "tablet." George
Kubler refers to it as an "inscribed slab." The Religious Architecture of
New Mexico (Colorado Springs, 1940 ),P' 89.
.
5. Reproduced in NMHR, vol. 10, facing 190; also in Hodge, Hammond, and Rey, facing p. 92.
6. No amount of inquiry has thrown any light on the origin of the
blue Franciscan habit used by the friars of the Mexica~ Province of the
Holy Gospel, to which th~ New Mexican Custody of the Conversion of
St. Paul was subOrdinate throughout the colonial period. In 1693 Juan
Lucero de Godoy testified that he had never heard that the Indians wanted
"black fathers" (meaning in this case Jesuits but also used on occasion for
secular priests) or any other kind but the "blue" ones. Museo Nacional,
Mexico, Asuntos 198, fol. 271. The Acoma Indian who brought Fray
Francisco Garces' letter from the Hopi pueblos to Zuni in July 1776, men~
tioned the gray .(pardo) color· of Garces' habit, apparently because he was
aware of the difference (Garces belonged to. the College at Zacatecas).
Adams and Chavez, p. 284. And at Guaymas, April 17, 1768, Elizondo
reported to Governor Pineda the arrival at Loreto Mission of sixteen friars

p.
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f~om San Femando(gray)andfive of the blue ones (azulejos). Biblioteca
.Nacional, Madrid, cajaAo, JoI5.· 5-7. My'guess is, i:hat the blue color on ..
gray, to honor the Immaculate Conc;eption of Mary, started as a result of
Benavides' sensational.reports of a blue-clad Conceptionist Franciscan nun,
Sor Maria de Agreda, catechizing the Jumana Indians..
7. Salpointe, loco cit., says that there was an official document in th,e
"Cathedral archive" concerning the disinterments at Picuris and Quarac.
It was no longer among the ecclesiastical documents· when I listed and
catalogued them in Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe (Washington, D. c., 1957)'
.8. Bandelier, loc.cit., is of the opinion that the bones were found at
Tajique, and hence the inscription on the tomb was erroneous. Kubler,
pp.88-89,· after discussing the merits of the Tajique-Quarac controversy,
thinks the Tano Iridian tradition may: be fictitious, since other historical
evidence places Q~arac at its designated location..
.
9. Adams and Chavez, p. 93.
10. See ibid., p. 60, for the location of the quarry. In this connection
one wonders how or why Fray Francisco Atanasio DomInguez missed
describing the casket in 1776. Was it perhaps out of sight under the altar
table? Or it may never have been in a wall niche until placed there with
the beams in the nineteenth century.
1I. F. V. Scholes, Church and State in New Mexico, 16zo,l650 (Albuquerque, 1937); Troublous Times in New Mexico, z657-1670 (Albuquerque, 1942).
12. Fray Francisco Antonio de la Rosa Figueroa, Bezerro general, menologico y chronologico de todos los religiosos que ha'avido en esta Sta. Prova.
del Sto. Evango. desde su fundacion hasta el presente ano de 1764 (MS
in Ayer Collection, Newberry Library, Chicago),p. 125.
13. F. V. Scholes and . L. B.Bloom~ "Friar Personnel and Mission
Chronology, 1598-i629," NMHR, vol. 20 (1945), p. '62.
14. Scholes, Church and State, pp. 84-85; Archivo General de la
Nacion, Mexico (cited hereinafter as AGN), Inquisicion, vol. 486, fols,
66, 260v., 356.
15. Hodge, Hammond, and Rey, pp. 7°-71, 89"90, 96-98, 129. The
earlier 1630 Memorial of Benavides, not mentioning Father Zllrate by
name, gives this variant: "On various occasions thay hav~ attempted to
murder the friar who is stationed there at present, but our Lord has miraculously delivered him out of their hands; For example, whenJthey went
out along the roads to seize and kill him, they became covered with a
cold sweat and trembled with fear at his presence; and on another occasion, just when they went to lay hands on him, he became invisible,
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and they' withdrew' confounded. But today,' thank.IGod, they are very
peaceful .. ~'." Benavides' Memorial of 1630, edited by Peter :P. ForrestaJ.
andC. J. Lynch (Washington, 1954), p. 26. 16. Fray .Agustin de Vetancurt, Teatro Mexicano, vol. 2 (Mexico,
1698) Menologio Franciscano, p. 125. Treating of the Picuris Indians in
Part 4, cap. 6 (Cr6nica,de la Provincia del Santo Evangelio de Mexico)
Veta'ncurt adds: "whom the venerable father Fray Ascencio de Zarate
ministered to and taught in virtue, and' whose body lies there buried."
Figueroa, who places Father Zarate in the list, of Gachupines, simply
copies phrases from Vetancurt: "lie was an apostolic man and with the
zeal to convert souls went to New Mexico and there died with the fame
of sanctity in the year 1632,"
17. Bancroft Library, University of. California, Libras de entradas y
recepciones, etc., I (1597-1680), Mexican MSS, no.. 218, fol. 77, no. 838.
18. Figueroa, pp. 162, 281: Date of profession, November 21, 1629.
"Entro graduado en ambos derechos."
19. Scholes and BlooII,l, p. 334n; AGN, Inquisicion, vol. 369, expo 14,
foL 1.
,20. Archivo General de Indias, Patronato, leg. 244, ramb 7, doc. 10,
P·'76.
21. Vetancurt, Menologio, p. 75. "July" is in the margin. Describing
the. Quarac mission, he adds: ."Here rests the venerable Father Fray
Geronimo de la Llana, whose life is found in the Menologio on July 19."
Cr6nica, lac. cit. Figueroa (p. 162) lists him among the Creoles and Sons
of the Province, and compresses Vetancurt's account into a few lines, but
he· places his death on July 14, feast of St. Bonaventure (p. 281). A list
of friars who died prior to the 1658-59 mission caravan has Father de la
Llana third among ten deceased missionaries. Po V. Scholes, 'The Supply
Service of the New Mexican Missions in the, .seventeenth Century,"
NMHR, vol. 5 (1930), p. 209.
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THE SCALP-HUNT IN CHIHUAHUA-1849
RALPH A. SMITH

By

1849 Apache and Comanche Indians had for generations
been making devastating raids from New Mexico far into Old
Mexico. For more than a decade the state of Chihuahua had tried
to combat the menace by offering bounties for the scalps of the invaders, and between 1837 and 1841 Don Santiago Kirker"under
agreements with various governors, led his mixed crew of American, Mexican, Indian, and runaway negro adventurers on many a
bloody and successful scalp hunt. But there was soon reason to
suspect that Kirker was not above collecting the scalps of unfortunate Mexican peons to swell his profits from this: activity..
In the hope of forcing him to confine his attention to the legal
prey, Governor Francisco Garda Conde decided to pay the hunters a daily wage instead of bounty payments based on the number
of Indians killed or captured. Kirker refused to cooperate and
returned to western Chihuahua, where he not only joineq forces
with his former· victims, but was said to be "the chief of the
Apache nation.".In the long history of Apache and Comanche
depredations, the I 840'S probably saw some of the worst destruction of life and property. By 1845, conditions in Chihuahua were
so desperate that Governor Angel Trias revived the bounty system
and offered $9,000 for Kirker's scalp. Kirker, who thought only of
his own skin and pockets, was quite ready to, make a deal with the
governor and betray his Apache followers. With a band of one
hundred and fifty hunters he attacked the very village where he
had been chief and returned to the capital in triumph with one
hundred and eighty-two scalps. During the following year Kirker
continued to display his grisly talent until he again incurred the
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displeasure of the Mexican' authodHe(and cJeparted from Chihuahua at the end of 184b'\vith $10,000 reward on his own
scalp. For more than a year the~eafter the invading Americ?I.1
forces' on ,the frontier served, ironically enough, as some protection to the Mexican populace against their old ,Indian enemies;
but after the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848; the Mexican states again found it necessary to subsidize scalp hunting. l
On May 25, 184'9, the border state of Chihuahuaenacted the
Fifth Law, which comprised the Jollowingprovisions: I} War
against the barbarous Indians should be the first concern of the
state. 2) To carry on this war the government was authorized to
enter into contracts with national and foreign volunteers. 3) Such
contracts were to be based on a set price for each India'n killed or
taken prisoner. 4) The gover:nment was authorized to incur the
expense necessary to fulfill these contracts. 5) The prices referred to in article 3 were set at 200 pesos for each warrior killed,
250 pesos for each warrior presented as a prisoner, 150 pesos
for each female captive regardless of age, and 150 pesos for Indian captives of either sex under fourteen years of age. 6) After
presentation of these to the council of any mUriicipality,payment
in accordance with article 5 for the dead or captured Indian Was
to be made by the government upon sight of the certificateissued
by the council. 7) When the state congress wa.s not insessibn,
the perma.nent deplitationwa~ to'be responsible fot thefulfillme,nt
of the decree. 8) The government was accountable' to 'the COngress with regard to the contracts into which itentered~2
Under the' Fifth Law American partisans signed contracts with
Governor Angel Trias, St., ,of Chihuahua.; and, under similar
Lawbf July 5;1849, with Goverhor Jose, Maria Hernandez, of
Durango. The notorious successes ofthe Americans in the fi~ad
have obscuted the story of "the Ghihuahuari partisans who also
h'unted down the marauding Indians froID" New, Mexico} The
activities of the Chihuahuans in 1849 ,will be discussed uIider the
:f6llowing headings: I:, Colonel Atniehdatiz~nd hi~: "Contr~cts
, :'of'Blood.HIl. ',Mexicans in American;C6mpanies. IlL-Guerrilla'S.
" , ,',' "
IV; Fre~LahceScalp'Hunters,','

a

a
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I. COLONEL ARMENDARIZ AND HIS ,

. ."CONtRACTS of BLOOD" "
J

THE .ENACTMENT of the Fifth . Law filled Chihuahuans with a
new zest for scalp hunting. AsJose Fuentes had said of the bounty
law of 1846, which ofJ:ered fifty pesos for a. scalp, surprising a
native village was. "like discovering a' mine."4 Alberto rerra~as
Valdez, the second ~istorian pioducedby a family of famous landholders and scalp hunters, champicmed the Fifth Law and considered the influx of ex-Texas .Rangers entering into· contracts
with Governor Trias further justifi<:ation for the rush of Chihuahuans int\> the Held. To patriotjc Chihuahuans, these well-armed,
well-moUI,!-ted intruders riding over their land so soon after the
Mexican War were l:amouflaged Yankee iIllperialists and doubly
objectionable because of: "the odious knowledge that the Indians
were the criminal instruments of the sordid covetousness of Tex$ns who a~pire some day to enlarge further the limits of their
territory."5 We must remember Mexican concern at this time
about American filibustering expeditions and irritating talk of
further annexation of Mexican territory; especially in Chihuahua
.and Sonora.
,
Scalp hunters were already scouring the countryside on both
sides.of the border when Colopel don Juan N~pomuceno Armendariz, a retired commander of the Chihuahlla state guard, took
~he field. 6 He was thefjrst, and, so far ,as we know, the only Mexican to sigI1 'a contract \Vithl'rias. He presented his terms to the
governor on June 19, 1849:' In retllrn for placing i50 hUI1t~rs
in the peld, he asked for a dispensation permitting him to·collect
150 pesos ~ach for scalps of females and boys under fourteen years
of ,age, in addition tOlhe,bountY'payrru~nts·asdefined in the Fifth
Law. 7.. Hea,lso .asked that an earlier law be set asid~i: to en~1;>le
him to keep 'whatever livestock, .arI11s,:and pillage he ~ight take
from ·theIndian~ for distribution' among. his ;followe~s. ,Oh< the
.. other· hand, .he. agreed to tJlrn hi~ I l1 dia:p. captives .over to the
.gQyernlJl~nt .without .il1jtity;:J3ecaus~ ()fshQrtage~ in th~ villages
. where he planned to recruit his meIl,' ,h~; .a~k¢d for"an adv~i1ce .of .
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pesos to buy 100 horses, 100 rifles, 4 boxes of cartridges,
and 150 lances, "all of which shall be repaid with the Indians of
whom I speak."s On June 22, in an extraordinary night session (
which lacked the quonim necessary to amend laws, the state congress endorsed a statement by ,the War Commission Including
the substarice of Armendariz' proposals, but they pointed out that
his request to keep livestock was contrary to several statutes. 9 The
state finally agreed that the· treasury should advance the sum requested "under conditions of repayment from the rewards for
scalps and Indian prisoners whom he might take on the campaign." 10 '
.
,
For some unknown reason more than a month elapsed before
Armendariz marched out of the city of Chihuahua on August 16,
toward the southeast. A day or two later he halted fora day and
a half at San Antonio on the hacienda of La Ramada 11 on the
Conchos River, the dividing line between the Apache raiding
zone, which extended to the Pacific Ocean on the west, and the
Comanche zone, which extended to the Gulf of Mexico on the
east. The Conchos Valley was one leg 'of the westernmost of
three great Comanche plunder routes across the Rio Grande and
through Chihuahua, Durango, and Zacatecas, and even as far as
Jalisco. Here on the Conchos Armendariz was at the edge of the
Bols6n de Mapimi,an arid plateau covering eastern Chihuahua,
western Coahuila, and northern Durango. He was a veteran of
many years of campaigning on the Bols6n against Comanches and
Kiowas from eastern New Mexico and Texas, against Mescalero
and Lipan Apaches from New Mexico and the Texas mountains
east·of the Rio Grande, and,against Gilefios (or Mogo1l6n, Mimbres, and Chiricahua Apaches) from along the Gila ~iver of
New' Mexico, and Arizona. The best season for scalp hunting,
August to January, was, just beginning. The Indians, especially
the Comanches, used the lagoons, springs, and sierras of the Bols6n as camping sites'from which they sent out parties to. plunder
large areas of Chihuahua, Coahuila, Durango, Nuevo Le6n, San
Luis PotosI, Tama:ulipas, Zacatecas, and Jalisco. M~ny of Armen~
dariz' earlier expeditions from Durango.into the Bols6n and5llong
1,300
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the Conchos had been scalp hunts in all but name, because the
government of Durango had paid for Indian scalps under its
bounty laws of 1840 and 1847. Now Armendariz assured the
Chihuahuans that they could expect to earn big silver pesos for
scalps because there would be plenty of Gilefios in the valleys of
the Conchos River and its tributaries, the San Juan, the San
Pedro, the Parral, and the Florido, as well as Plains Indians, who
were a great menace to this' region every autumn. 12
But at San Antonio a host of problems and disappointments
beset the partisans, among whom there were at lea:st six Americans.. As a result of what he termed prejudices against his' cam~
paign, only two of the twenty men whom Armendariz had
recruited at Santa Rosalia de Camargo appeared. The supplies obtainable were insufficient for-effective pursuit of the Apaches and
Comanches, who were rated respectively as the greatest mountain
fighters and the greatestopen-country fighters among the American natives. Since he had horses to mount only'eight of his men,
he was obliged to give up his. plans for crossing the Bols6n to
Laguna de Jaco, a favorite Indian rende'zvous at the westernmost
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tip of-Coahuila. Instead, he traveled by Bolson springs and along
streams.in southern Chihuahua where.his men .could catch mus~
tangs.' The partisans moved southward, working up the' Concho.s ";
and Florido Valleys, ahd,through the sierras, crossing and recrossing .these rivers and their tributaries, chasing Indians in such a
maze of. directions that we cannot determine the exact route from
Armendariz' report.
Soon: after their departure from San Antonio they disc.overed
the tracks of three warriors, .part of a larger group whom other
Mexicans had attacked an&scattered. Armendariz says that his
men found some saddle mtiles abandoned by theIndians in rocky
precipices, and four nights later horses which the three warriors
had. left in a canyon of the Sierra de los Remedios. The Indians
had escaped under cover of darkness although Armendariz and his
men chased them until daylight. For more than a week the ColoIiel
hunted unsuccessfully along the Conchos in the vicinity of the
village of Armendariz, above Saucillo, other river settlements,
and out on the Bolson. Then he moved through the Pass of La
Habra Grande in the Sierra de Chupadores toward EIMalpais,
Padrilla, and EI Pozo near the Parral River. Near the end of
August, because he was running out of provisions he retired to
Jime~ez on the Rio Florido instead offollowing the tracks of about
twenty-five Indians spotted in the cantons of Allende and Hidalgo.
This would have led.him toward the craggy Sierra Madre Oc~identaL'
..
. A report to Trias, dated August 2), lists horses and mules taken
from the Indians, with- a description of the brands, so that claiITiant~-could .cometo Jimenez and collect their property 'after giving
proof of ownership and making the proper financial arrangements.
. During the fortnight or more he arid his.menspentin preparations
.~orenew.the· sc;:tlp hl,mt,:Ghihuahuans were pleading with him to
come outagainst the Gileiios who were retaliating upon citizens
west,of the:C6nchosRiver because of other scalp hunters. In the
'~econd ~eek oLSeptember. three or- four: in~ssengers from places
;:on-the:.upper Florido:arrive~:asking for aid. A ba.n&of Comanches,
estimated attwohundred l.1,len'.coming,fr6in.Durango..Witha big
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drove of horses :was reported:in 'an appeal for help 'dated September I I. These marauders spread terror .as .they woimd through the
sierra above San Miguel, crossed the Florido River, and' passed
La Cienega. About five o'clock in the afternoon they camped
near Talamantes; some twenty to thirty miles from the Durango
border, .upstream between the Parral and Florido Rivers. An hour
later the commander of the canton of Allende sent a third messenger to Armendariz'with the news that the :Indians' 'campfires
were visible a league and a half away.13Jnsharp contrast to American partisans, who would have had hair flying as soon as they
~ould reach the Indian camp, Armendariz did not budge.
. Meanwhile the countryside swarmed with . Comanches. On
September 13 they fell upon women washing clothes in the.Conchos. They killed. one man and wounded two 'in this vicinity.
They also captured the young son. of a judge and forced him to
accompany them on foot while they rode, but he finally escaped.
On the sixteenth a Comanche attack occurred at Valle de Olivos
on the San Juan tributary of the Conchos a hundred miles west ,~
6f Jimenez, although this was in Apache territory and· farther
west than the Comanches usually penetrated. Here the raIders
killed three persons, wounded two, and, carrying off all the )ive~
stock in their path, swept into the hacienda of La Cienega :de
Ceniceros in the .canton of. Allende on' September 19, and from
there straight into ,the FloridoValley.14 Four days later they seized
a mule herd at the hacienda of Guadalupe. It was reported that
they had many more stolen animals, including saddle horses from
EITorre6n.de Canas in the Florido Valley on the Durango side
9f the border/ 5 where Comanche. raids 'were also terrorizing the
inhabitants. I?
.
.."At last Armendariz returned to' the field· and. from" September
into Nbvember: led ,his :partisans'.over; 'the 'Bolson, thr6ughmany
,sierras of lower' ChIhuahua,' and· along the Rio Florido in search
Comanches and Gileftos: .On his last- scalp -hunt the party consisted .only of eight :Mexic~ns and six Americans. On. their way
,to and, from theh~cieri'das. ofDurango"-the.Comimchescainped
·iIl the Sierrf! 'deL Diablo: ?t',the .spring. of Somorerete,:.some'.forty

of
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miles east of Jimenez. Here Armendariz attacked a band who had
stopped there with a drove of stolen horses. Although two warriors were wounded, the Indians escaped with their animals-and
their scalps.17
The failure to take scalps continued, but Armendariz did better
at taking livestock; Article 4 of a decree promulgated by the
governor and congress on September 17 permitted the scalp hunters to keep. the animals until compensated. When the Colonel
appeared before the municipal council of Jimenez on November
3, he brought a large drove of horses and mules, and the political
chief of the canton reported the brands in order that their owners
,mightclaim them. 1S
This ended Armendariz' scalp hunting, at least for the time
being, because he came down with cholera, which Forty-niners
had brought into Chihuahua, and nearly died. 19
II. MEXICANS IN AMERICAN COMPANIES

POSSIBLY ONE REASON why Chihuahuans joined American partisan captains was the spectacular success of the alien companies in
central Chihuahua, along the Rio Grande, and on the New Mexico and Arizona border of Mexico. On its first campaign, five of
the twenty-four members of Chevallie's company, which was
backed financially by prominent Chihuahuans of the state capital, were Mexicans. At this period many of Glanton's company
were Mexicans; the ex-Texas Rangers" who were in the majority
at first, had left for C~lifornia. In July 1849, the company overtook an old Apache woman at La Palotada on the north side of
Laguna de Guzman. Jose Maria Diaz captured and killed her;
Felix Lopez, a contact man for a troop of bull fighters who had
joined the company, scalped her; and Santiago Ortiz, a Mexican
with "Texas citizenship," took the trophy to the city of Chihuahua,
where he submitted it for verification on August 3. After collecting one hundred pesos, he rejoined the company at El Carmen.
Other Mexicans in this company were Cesario Solis and Jesus
Duarte. 20
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In October, when the company'was campaigning fromEI Paso
across southern New Mexico to Ben Moor Peak and beyond, it
consisted of thirty Mexicans, twenty-seven Americans, ~n Apache
Indian, a runaway negro slave, and a few others\21 According to
Samuel H. Chamberlain, who claimed to have been a member
of th~ company,22 the Mexican members aiding it in the scalping
of wild Indians, and, it was claimed, domestic Indians in Sonora,
New Mexico, and Arizona, included Felix Velasquela, Manuel
Reis (Reyes or Ruiz?), and a man from Sonora.
But the true representatives of the crusading Chihuahuan spirit
against the hated Apaches and Comanches were the unlicensed
guerrilla bands that sprang up to scalp the enemies and to share
in the rewards of the Fifth Law, which was soon interpreted by
the authorities as legalizing payments to anyone who brought in
an Indian crown. For many years the Mexican border population
had not been reluctant to scalp Indians; now that a peon could
collect more pesos, worth the same amount in American dollars,
for a .single trophy than he could earn by hard labor in a year,
villagers, individually or in loosely organized parties, moved onto
the scalp range.
III. GUERRILLAS

CAPTAIN NICOLAS ZOZA of the city of Chihuahua was the first
to organize a Mexican company under the Fifth Law, but I have
found no reference to a contract with Trias. Zoza recruited his
guerrillas in Encinilla" Agua Nueva, EI Carmen, and San Lo~renzo,23 settlements north of the capital where the greatest scalp
hunter, Don Santiago Kirker, had enlisted men in earlier years.
There Zoza may have found some of t,his Scotch-Irishman's
veterans.
/
From June 6 to 12, three Mexican partisan parties fell upon
the same Apache band at the big hacienda of £1 Carmen and
collected trophies. Zoza's company was the first in the field, taking
the scalps of a dozen Indians on June 6. We do not know whether
these Indians were Gilefio~, Natages, or Mescaler6s, who were
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accustomed to enter .this area by ~rails from New Mexico; one'·
source says. that thisban4 wadiving on. the 'h~cienda. .
"i
Zoza's.nephew, Don' Manuel··Pifi6n .yPerches, carried the
crowns to' the city. of· Chihuahua, where the. municipal· council
held an extraordinary session to verify the trophies and certify a
warrant for payment of bounty. As required by law, a panel of ex- .
perts examined the trophies to .make certain they had crowns and
met other requirements to prevent fraud, a', notorious feature of
the sc:rlp traffic. All the members of the 'committeewer:e ac'"
quainted with the subject, especially Juan Jose Terrazas,po~itical
chief ofthe capital city, who belonged to a family which had producedsome outstandingscalp .hunters. Jose. Felix Maceyra had
been a champion of scalp laws and a backer of'Kirker; John Potts
was an English operator of the mint and a patron of scalp hunters;
and Jesus Maria Porras belonged to another family friendly· to
scalp hunters. Lesser known members of the Council were Judge
Francisco Holguin, Cesario Bernal, Pedro Ochoa, Juan Ramirez,
and Terrazas' secretary, Joaquin Alvarez. The committee classified
the trophies as the scalps of eight warriors, two squaws, and two
youths, and after they were put on public display in the town
hall and "examined by many citizens of all categories," Zoza's
claim was confirmed. He received only 1,600 pesos,24 which in~'
dicates that fhe state had advanced him money with which to
begin operations, as frequently happened.
loza's company worked its way northwestward. On June 10,
at or ,near Valle and Galeana on the Santa Maria River, they
found two more. bands of Apache and scalped eleven. There is
little,information regarding Zoza's subsequent activities against
the Apache. Later he' became a member of the examining committee because 6f his expert knowledge.
. .'
. At mid-century the most successful Chihuahuan partisan leader
waspon' Jose Maria Zuloaga, a veteran of the, scalp range long
before the passage of the Fifth Law. He belonged to a prominent
clanin northwestern Chihuahua, which then included parts of·
present New Mexico and Arizona. Among the members of this
family were Luis Zuloaga, governor of Chihuahua in 1845, and·
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Felix Zuloaga, who served as president of Mexico in the fifties.
The Zuloagas were'stubborn foes of the Apache,espelZiallyPedro,
who lived west of the capital ~in the path of Gileno raiders, and
Don Jose himself, about whose part in the scalp traffic before
and after 1849 a whole chapter could be written. As political
chief of the canton of Galeana it was his duty to verify the scalps
and captives brought before the' cantonal council, including his
own trophies. But his activities under the Fifth Law were puny
in comparison with his traffic in the forties,. 'whenhe and. Old
Jim Kirker had operated in partnership.. The proximity of his'
bailiwick to the source of Gileno crowns and to' several Apache
plunder trails from New Mexico and Arizona into central and
western Chihuahua .contributed to his success and accounts in
part for the lead which his canton enjoyed th,rough the years for.
scalp taking in Mexico. Corralitos, where· Zuloaga's cantonal
council met, was an hacienda seat long .identified with the scalp' .
traffic. 25 By 1849 it was crowding Chihuahua for the nonor':""'or
infamy-of being the scalp capital of .America, thanks to an
abundance of Apache intruders from New Mexico and Arizona.
. Hearing that Apaches planned to attack Casas Grandes and
Barranco and had killed four :men of Babispe, Zuloaga enlisted
men from Corralitos' and Barranco, added five soldiers from the
presidio. of Janos, and went out after scalps. He captured. three
warriors, Capitancillo Negrito, Raton, and Gervasi, and took them'
to Corralitos. On June 23, acting with Rosario Calderon,. recorder, and Pedro Prieto, council member, Zuloaga certified a
claim for 250 pesos per prisoner under article ·five of the Fifth
law.26 The state treasurer paid him 750 pesos for distribution
among those who had assisted in the capture. 27 .
In the last week of June, Zuloagasent out hunters fromBarr~
aneo, Casas Grandes, Corralitos,' and Galeana under the command of Don Eusebio Garda, with Negrito as guide; On June
30 .they fell upon a village, scalped its leader, Capitancillo Nachul,seized the livestock~ and captured two youngsters. One of
the bgys, 'only four or five years old; was said to be a Christian.
(i.e; a Mexican) .whom the Indians had taken at Babispe. The
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council at Corralitos made no difficulties about certifying the
scalp and captives for rewards, although it was stretching the
Fifth Law in regard to the Mexican child.28 In due course Garcia
received five hundred pesos.in cash to be divided with his companions. 29
r
Capitancillo Negrito was not the only Indian to join the hunters against hi's own people; Glanton's company also included an
Apache at this time. In October, when Negrito was guiding
General don Jose Maria Elias and his force of more than four
hundred Sonoran cavalry from Ures to the region south of the
international boundary between the Rio Grande and a tributary
of the Gila River, the renegade wahiors might have, met. On
October 14 and 15, near the south end of the Burro Mountains
and the Santa Rita Copper Mine~Janos road in southern New
Mexico (then part of Chihuahua) the Sonorans fought two engagements with Apaches. They took five scalps and nine pairs
of ears, and recovered two. children and four girls whom the
Apaches had captured during a recent raid in Sonora. They nailed
the ears to their field pieces. 3o "With his own hand," Negrito
killed an Apache named Cochiand turned the scalp over to Don
Prudencio Benavides for presentation to the council at Corralitos. 3 !
On October 20 the council approved two hundred pesos bounty
payment, and Ja,ter the state treasurer gave this sum to Benavides
for Negrito. 32 The disposition of the other scalps is unknown, for
Sonora did not renew her bounty law against Apaches until
February 7, 1850' The trophies and captives may have been submittedto Zuloaga's.council under Chihuahua's Fifth Law.
We ,do not know how influenti,al Zuloaga's liberal administration of the Fifth Law at Corralitos was in attracting scalp hunters
with trophies which they might as easily have taken to the state
capital for verification an~ collection of the rewards from the
state treasurer. One courier who went to Corralitos was Ignacio
Castillo, a citizen of Galeana, who presented the scalps of four
warriors on July 3 I; they had been taken from the same Indian
band at th~ hacienda of El Carmen in the same week that Zoza
collected the dozen Apache scalps mentioned earlier. With ZuI
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loaga presiding, the council issued certification later honored by
the state treasurer, who paid Castillo eight hundred pesos for
distribution among the hunters. 33 Still a third company, under an
unknown leader, had harvested seven warrior scalps at El Carmen in the fatal week ending June 12. While Don Roque Munoz
too~ the trophies to the capital, the rest of the party continued the
chase. The state treasurer paid Munoz 1,400 pesos. 34 On July 7,
seven more warriors lost their scalps to Mexican hunters at El
Carmen, and Don: Isidro Gonzalez presented the crowns at Corralitos on July 28. 35
Back in Zuloaga's domain Angel Aguirre and ten other men set
out from the little town of Galeana, where, in September 1848,
, Lt. Cave Coutts had found the inhabitants still boastful of their
part in the scalping of 130 Apaches by Kirker's Old Apache
Company on July 7, 1846.36 On their way toa placer in the
Sierra Ruiz, Aguirre and his party observed an Indian with some
livestock. Guis Merino and Pablo Montes. went to investigate,
and thinking of the 200 pesos, killed and scalped him. While
the two were hastily driving the Indian's five animals back.toward
their companions, they encountered fourteen Apache warriors,
whom they were able to beat off. The Indians attacked twice
more after they had rejoined their friends. Aguirre and Merino
were wounded, but the Mexicans "kept possession of ·the scalp
of. the dead Indian and the five head of livestock."37 Here the
story comes to an end; the limited source material makes no mention of bouU:ty payment, although it may be supposed that the
'scalp was· certified in Zuloaga's council and the usual amount
collected. Another account recorded on July 31 goes a step further
to say that the council at Corralitos verified the delivery of five
Indians. a8
. We have already seen that on occasion scalps or captives were
~ertified for more than the liberal figure set by the Fifth Law. In
August, five Chihuahuans killed a warrior. Timoteo Luna, secretary of Zuloaga's council, says that the latter brought the dead
Indian before them at Corralitos two days later. An Apache captive, then living at the hacienqa, identified the victi~ as a son of

I
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Mano Macho. Upon verification of the claim by the Council,
the state paid fifty pesos more than the usual two hundred, to be
divided among the five claima;nts. 39 A treasury report shows that
Sergeant Teodosio Madrid also received 250 pesos for an Indian
warrior· captured by settlers from one of the new Roman-like
military colonies being established under a law of July 9, 1848,
by the Mexican Congress. 40 Other fragmentary information, such
as entries in the state treasurer's report for October 1849 about
scalps brought by residents of Janos, indicates a continuing interest in scalp hunting. 41 On September 17, Lt. Baltasar Padilla,
with thirty-five troops from the presidio of Janos and sixteen
citizen-soldiers from the town, attacked an Apache camp, where
they killed five warriors and seven squaws and children, and took
seven prisoners-a total of nineteen· I)1arketable "pieces." The
prisoners and the dead were certified for bounty payment. Other
booty included fifty head of horses and mules, seven head of cattle, clothing, food, firearms, quivers, etc. The livestock was disposed of according to state law, and the officials decided that the
other items should be distributed equally among the regular and
citizen soldiers. 42 The seven prisoners were probably incarcerated
at 'Corralitos or Janos, and may even have figured in the worst
tragedy to befall Americans as a result of the scalp wars.
On· the morning of October I I thirty-one Forty-niners were
half a mile from Janos on the Chihuahua-California road, when
they were approached by more than two hundred Indians. Pretending to be friendly, these Indians captured the Americans and
took them to the pres~dio, where they offered to exchange them
for Apaches who were being held at Janos, Corralitos, and other
places. The commander of the presidio promptly sent for aid in
defending Janos and rescuing the Americans. In response, Governor Trias instructed Zuloaga and other authorities in the northwest to make their Apache prisoners available for exchange, assuring them that this would not interfere with payment of the
head money to which they were entitled under the· Fifth Law. It
does not appear, however, that any of the Forty-niners were ran-
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somed; ten escaped, fifteen were rescued by Mexicans, and the
other six died at- the hands of the Apaches. 43
IV. FREE-LANCE SCALP HUNTERS

ALTHOUGH the Fifth Law was a boon to certain groups, its value
to Chihuahuan society as a whole is. debatable. Professional
scalp hunters, guerrilla· bands, landlords, and ranchers were the
chief beneficiaries. The partisans collected large sums for the
crowns of Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas Indians. The big
landlords and !anchers, safe with their private armies behind villa
walls, stood a better chance of recovering stolen livestock. Moreover, their own peons, cowboys, and servants, hoping to collect
bounties, were less reluctant to go out in pursuit of Indian raiders.
Many of the plebeian element joined military companies; a few
became Mexican versions of the lone-wolf, or Lewis Wetzel and
Jeff Turner type of scalp hunter.
The gains in. defense of the frontier against Apaches and Comanches were probably cancelled out by the rapine,· murder, arid
kidnapping which the operation of the Fifth Law inspired the
.Indians to commit in retaliation. The columns of the Chihuahuan
Gazette and other sources bear grim proof that they did not submit passively; rather, the activities of the scalp hunters provoked
the Apache and Comanche into making the summer and fall of
1849 an unprecedented raiding season from the United States
border to the Tropic of Cancer, and from the Gulf of Mexico to
the Pacific.
In their rage the Comanche adopted a policy of beheading
scalp hunters, and when Governor Trias offered a thousand pesos
for the scalp of Gomez, this Mescalero chief promised a like sum
for the scalp of each American or Mexican delivered to him. 44
Zuloaga complained to the state authorities that the revengeful
Gilefios, well supplied with firearms, look advantage of the Chihuahuans' lack of weapons to rob and kill. 45 There were other
complaints about the chaotic conditions resulting from scalp hunting. The political chief at EI Paso del Norte said that renegade
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Mexicans, posing as scalp hunters, were actually in collusion with
the Indians. Similar complaints against renegade Mexicans had
been 'made in earlier years. The El Paso jefe· also spoke of a
"thollsand abuses" committed by several hundred Forty-niners
guilty of robberies and disturbing the peace. 46 By 1850 the rowdy
American partisans were scalping more Mexicans than Indians
and had to be driven out of the country by military force.
The parties of respectable citizens who went out in pursuit of
Indian raiders in the hope of recovering captives and livestock,
and, with luck, to take scalps, were seldom successful. As their
reports often say, they usually returned "without fruits." Nevertheless, these fruitless expeditions were part of the scalp war
against the Indians from New Mexico who were turning large
areas of Mexico back to nature. A typical episode ocurred near
Tem6sachic on the Papigochic River on June 22,1849. A band of
Indian raiders from the two villages of a petty captain caned
Nufiez the Fat killed three men and carried off three boys, and
an attempt to recover the captives and take the raiders' scalps
came to nothing. 47 At about the same time an equally disappointing hunt was made for some Gilefios who had struck eastward
from the Papigochic. Three days later the Apache raided the
Salvo section of Cusihuiriachic, thirty to forty miles southwest of
the capital of Chihuahua. Sixty-five Mexicans who assembled to
track down the raiders returned without scalps and bearing the
lifeless bodies of Pedro Gutierrez of the city of Chihuahua, Jesus
Rodriguez and Caldonio Bustillos of Cusihuinkhic, all victims
of the Apaches. 48 North and east of the capital other Apache
bands from New Mexico and the Big Bend infested the. country,
seeking scalps of American Forty-niners and Mexican citizens,
and spreading terror. 49 When a Mexican was killed near San
Aronomo, less than eighteen miles from Chihuahua, the Americans were amazed that the government left retaliatory action to
the scalp. hunters, especially Chevallie's and Glanton's compani~.
July 1849 was an eventful month in the hostilities between
Indians and scalp hunters. On July 1 Don Rafael Guerrero took
a party of citizens in pursuit of Apaches who had run off six yoke
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of his oxen nea~ Nombre de Dios, only five to ten miles north of
the capital. He found some of the oxen that the savages had killed,
but returned home without overtaking the raiders. On the following day bands of Apaches attacked at three separate places in
central Chihuahua. At La Chince, near the rich silver mine of
Santa Eulalia, they killed Jesus Hernandez. Twenty miles south.
of Chihuahua City, at the glen of El Fresno, an attack on six
travelers resulted in the death of one and serio~s injury to another.
And on the outskirts of the village of Victoria, one Francisco met
his end on the wrong end of an Apache lance. 5o Pursuit parties
accomplished nothing.
July 4 was equally grim. While one Apache band was killing
Mexicans at San Pablo,51 another raided Don Pedro Zuloaga's
pastures at El Nogalito, west of the capital, where they killed five
of his herders. The same. band also took animals from a corral at
Chuviscar, some twenty miles southeast of Chihuahua City.
Meanwhile Don Jose Maria Zuloaga was certifying the scalp of
one Nachul at the town of Corralitos. 52
The following day Apaches struck in the vicinity of Nombre
de Dios killing Antonio Grandos at La Agua Blanca and Nieves
Hernandez at Tinaja. In western Chihuahua, along the Sierra
Madre Occidental near the Papigochic, another party ran off a
large herd of cattle from Yep6mera in the canton of Guerrero.
This was the region where Kirker's scalp hunts had established a
tradition that seemed to inspire every Chihuahuan with an impulse to take Gilefio crowns. Although Antonio Hernandez and
a half-dozen other men from Guerrero overtook the marauders
and recovered the stolen cattle with two saddle mules to boot,
they failed to take any scalps. Nevertheless, their political chief
asked that they be rewarded by the government for their accomplishment,53
On July 6 the activity centered around the city of Chihuahua.
A party of citizens went out in pursuit of raiders who had carried
off all Don Perfecto Fierro's cattle from the Rancho de los Leones.
An engagement with the thieves at the exit of £1 Saucillo canyon
lasted· until ten o'clock that night, but only a few head were re-
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covered.54 According to one Argonaut, George W. B. Evans,
Apaches passed the Forty-niners camp near the city that same night
and shot a Mexican dead at his door.· Evans also tells us that on
another night Apaches compelled five Mexicans to give up their
horses, rode on to a sheep-fold where they murdered those in
charge and drove off an alleged thousand head of ·sheep and goats.
Episodes of this nature taking place within a few miles of Governor T rfas' palace where he maintained a "large military station" prompted Evans to remark: "The whole country seems to
be governed by the Apache Nation, and those pretending to rule
dare not say that they are masters."55
Mescaleros continued their raids around the capital; hardly a
day passed that they did not slaughter a Chih~ahuan. On July 7
Hilario Flores was killed at the hacienda of T abaloapi, and two
days later HipOlito Chavez' oxen were run off from· La Morita
near Corral de Piedras. Jose Maria Elias, with six men, overtook
the raiders in the Sierra del Toro, where the savages killed eight
yoke of oxen before escaping into the recesses of the mountains
without giving the posse a chance to lift any scalps. 56 On July 9,
according to Evans, Apaches raided the hacienda near his camp
and carried off twenty horses and nine mules. After the hacienda
guards reported the incident to the Forty-niners, hoping for assistance, a small posse of Americans and Mexicans rode out the
next morning but found nothing except the mules. 57
Meanwhile Glanton's company, who had' overtaken the Gilefios at Laguna de Guzman, returned to £1 Carmen, rode on eastward, and fell upon the Mescaleros whom they harried down the
Conchos Valley into the Big Bend country. Although Evans deplored the participation of Americans in the scalp hunt, he related in his journal that their assaults were clearing the land of
Apaches from Chihuahua City to the Rio Grande. 58
Yet on July 14, the day he recorded the story of the Mescaleros'
flight, the Gilefios were raiding other parts of the state. Near midday some of them fell upon the Tarahumara Indian villages of
Temosachic and Yep6mera whose residents had participated in
the scalp-hunting parties of Kirker, JoaquIn Terrazas, and others.
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Citizens gathered in T em6sachic where they organized a scalp
hunt of their own, which like so many others accomplished nothing.
During late' July and early August Indian depredations centered in the area between £1 Paso del Norte and the city of Chihuahua, where the Apache played a cat-and-mouse game with their
Mexican pursuers. The Indians would swoop down from the
sierras to kill or take captives, steal livesto~k, and then scatter
back to their mountain hideouts, leaving soldiers and volunteers
behind in futile pursuit. ,
On the night of July 25, for example, Apaches raided the hacienda of Jose Maria Perez, less than two leagues from Chihuahu~
City. Eighteen mounted soldiers, dispatched from the capital to
retrieve the livestock, were joined by thirty-four volunteers, and
the combined forces traversed the surrounding area for several

days. They returned with neither scalps nor stock. Occasionally
scalp hunts turned out even worse. During late' August, Agustin
Ponce, accompanied by nine soldiers and three civilians, followed a band of miscreants into' Dolores Pass, where twenty-one
Indians were waiting in arribush for thein. One of the pursuers
was killed, three more were wounded, and eight, lost their horses
to the Indians. 59
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The story of Mexican attempts during the fall and winter of
1849 to forestall depredations and punish offenders is a tedious
recital of exercises in futility. Popular discontent is reflected in a
report which appeared in the November 13 issue of EI Faro. It
pointed out that Chihuahuans, even in the environs of the capital city, enjoyed no more security after six months of the Fifth
Law than they had before it was passed. That the daily movements of Indians within a day's journey of the capital did not
tempt Mexican professional scalp hunters to come out speaks little for the hunters' courage and raises doubt about the value of
the statute. When one compares the number of scalps and cap~
tives presented for bounties with the number of' citizens killed
or carried into captivity, it appears that the program did little more
than enable the Mexicans, even with alien help, to break even.
On the other side, the Apache system of warfare was working
so well that Gilefio, Eastern Apache, and Comanche had no
thought of leaving the inviting plunder land along the Conchos,
the agricultural center of Mexico's largest state. Mules were of
value for their own use as well as for trading with Americans and
Mexicans, and the Mexican captives they took could be sold on
a lively mar,ket to Mexican aristocrats along the Rio Grande. Although cattle were not highly regarded by a people who depended
upon mobility for survival, they were driven off to furnish an im.
mediate meat supply and to embarass the ~nemy.
Before the end of the year many American Forty-niners, who
had received the greater part of the 17,896 pesos paid out for
trophies,60 had resumed their journey to California, and Mexican
enthusiasm for hunting Indians for their crowns had worn off.
During 1850 the remaining American hunters turned more and
more to scalping Mexicans for trophy money, provoking citizens
and soldiers to drive them out of the country. This left scalp
hunting to Mexican citizens and colonists, domestic Indians,
Eastern Indians from the United States, companies of runaway
Negro slaves from the Old South, and certain wild tribes-mostly
Apache and Comanche-who hunted and scalped one another
under agreement with the Mexican authorities.
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NOTES
See R. A. Smith, "The Scalp Hunter in the Borderlands, 18351850," Arizona and the West, vol. 6 (1964), pp.5-22.
2. El Faro (Chihuahua), mayo 29 de 1849.
3. For the activities of American scalp hunters in Chihuahua see
Smith/The Scalp Hunter in the Borderlands."
4. Jose Fuentes Mares, . " Y Mexico se refugi6 en el desierto (Mexico, 1954), p. 144.
5. Alberto Terrazas Valdez, "£I salvajismo Apache en Chihuahua,"
Boletf,n de la sociedad chihuahuense de estudios hist6ricos, vol. 7 (1950),
p. 374 (hereinafter cited as Boletf,n).
6. The hunters preceding Armendariz on the scalp' range included
Americans} led· by Major Michael H. Chevallie (who received the first
contract granted under the Fifth Law), Captain John J. Glanton, Captain
John All~n Veatch, a Captain Gillet, unlicensed parties of Mexican guerrillas, and individual Chihuahuans.
7. In practice Chihuahuan authorities had been certifying scalps of
women and boys irrespective of the intent of the Fifth Law.
8. El Faro, junio 26 de 1849.
'
9. The deputies knew from past experience that Governor Trias and
other state officials had often found it difficult to reconcile differences
between scalp hunters and livestock owners.
10: El Faro; julio 7 de 1849.
n. For the story of Armendariz' scalp hunting in 1849, see El Faro,
noviembre 25 de 1849'
12. When Apache and Comanche raids overlapped along the Conchas, the raiders often fought and scalped. one another. This hostility
between the two Indian nations prompted Chihuahua to make and carry
out arrangements to buy the scalps of each from the other.
13. El Faro, septiembre 22 de 1849.
14. El Faro, septiembre 29 de 1849;
15. El Faro, octubre 13 de 1849.
16. On September 22, eight Comanches attacked Rafael Velasquez,
TranquilinoRuacl1o; and N. Meraz in the district of EI Oro, Durango.
On September 26, ten Comanches killed Francisco Reyes and a companion at the village of Sardinas. El Faro; octubre 20 de 1849.
17. El Faro, noviembre 19 de 1849.
1.
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18. El Faro, noviembre 13 de 1849.
19. El Faro, septiembre 29 de 1849. On October 14 this epidemic

killed don Francisco Garda Conde, former governor-general of Chihuahua
and sometime employer of Kirker, as a scalp hunter. El Faro, octubre 20,
octubre 30, and diciembre 2 de 1849.
20. El Faro, agosto I I de 1849. (Cf. note 3, supra.)
21.' Robert Eccleston, Overland to California on the Southwestern
Trail, 1849, edited by George P. Hammond and Edward H. Howes (Berkeley, 1950), p. 232.
22. This was Samuel E. Chamberlain. See his My Confession (New
York, 1956),PP' 268,282.
23. Terrazas Valdez, p. 472.
24. El Faro, junio 23 de 1849.
25. Kirker lived with his family at Corralitos in the late thirties and
forties from where he carried on much of· his scalp hunting. There was
a mint for converting metal from: the Santa Rita Copper Mine into coins
at Corralitos, a circumstance which gave Kirker even stronger ties with
the town since he worked for Robert McKnight and Stephen Cuicier,
owners of the mine.
26. El Faro, agosto 14 de 1849.
27. El Faro, septiembre 8 de 1849.
28. El Faro, agosto 14 de 1849.
29. El Faro, septiembre 8 de 1849.
30. Eccleston, pp. 175-76, and James K. Greer, Col. Jack Hays, Texas
Frontier Leader and California Builder (New York, 1952), pp. 243-44.
31. ElFaro, diciembre 1 de 1849.
32. Ei Faro, didembre 8 de 1849.
33. El Faro, agosto 14, septiembre 8 de 1849.
34- El Faro, septiembre 8 de 1849.
35. El Faro, agosto 14 de 1849. El Carmen was still in the scalp hunt
news as late as 1880 when Captain Mauricio Corredor took the crown of
Chief Victorio, the Apache Napoleon. Chihuahuans claimed that he was
a Mexican child captured at El Carmen and reared by Apaches. The state
paid Corredor 2,000 pesos for the scalp.
36. Diary of Lt. Cave Coutts, MS (microfilm copy), Bancroft Library, University of California.
37. El Faro,octubre 30 de 1849.
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38. El Faro, agosto 14 de 1849'
39. El Faro, septiembre 8 de 1849.
40. For details concerning this defense program see El Faro, octubre
10, 14 de 1848 and abril 24, septiembre I I, 15 de 1849; La Patria (Saltillo), enero 4,25, marzo 29, abril 1:2., junio 21, julio 21, noviembre I, 15,
22 de 1851; Organo oficial del supremo gobierno del estado libre de Nuevo
Leon (Monterrey), diciembre 25 de 1851; El COrreo de Chihuahua (Chihuahua), mayo 6 de 1851; Francisco R. Almada, "Gobernadores del estado: Coronel Mauricio Ugarte," Boletin, vol. 4 (1942), p. 88; Vicente
E. Maner~, ed., Documentos interesantes sobre colonizacion, puesto en·
orden cronologico (Mexico, 1878), p. 120. The primary purpose of this·
program seems to have been to protect the frontier from Indians raiding
down from the United States.
41. El Faro, noviembre 10 de 1849.
42. El Faro, octubre 6 de 1849.
43. El Faro, noviembre 3, 20 de 1849.
44. George W. B. Evans, Mexican Gold Trail, the Journal of a FortyNiner, edited by Glenn S. Dumke (San Marino, California, 1945), pp.
113, 134·
45. El Faro, agosto 18 de 1849.
46. El Faro, agosto I I de ~849.
47. El Faro, julio 7 de 1849. Within three days after their attack, the
raiders and their captives reached one of Nunez' villages. On July 7,
seventeen days aftet being captured, young Te6filo escaped to Namiquipa,
a town remembered in scalp hunting history for its enthusiastic support
for Kirker's earlier war on the Gilenos. Te6filo reported that he had seen
only five horses, a few arrows, many lances, and five other captives. One
of the captives was a youth who had been taken from Santo Tomas on
the Papigochic, and another was Pedro Duran taken during the past year
fromYep6mera. The Apaches had asked Te6filo about the road to Orochi,
about the people and livestock there, and about the defense capabilities
of Yep6mera. One of the captives had told Te6filo that the Apaches
wanted to go to Corralitos to sell their captives. El Faro, julio 21 de 1849.
48. El Faro, julio 7 de 1849.
49. On June 29, Apaches gratified their wish partly by scalping
Henry (?) Vaughn, a member of Glanton's company, about twenty miles
north of Chihuahua City. El Faro, julio 7 de 1849.
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50.
51.
52.
53.

El Faro, julio 7, 17 de 1849.
El Faro, agosto 18 de 1849El Faro, julio 7de 1849ElFaro, julio 10,21 de 184954- El Faro,julio 7,21 de 1849.
55· Evans,p. 113·
56. El Faro, julio 2 I de 1849.
57. Evans, p. 117·
58. He made no protest, however, against hunting Indians by Mexicans, probably because their operations were so ineffectual in comparison
to those of the American companies.
59.. El Faro; agosto 28, septiembre I de 1849'
60. El Correo de Chihuahua, julio 26 de 1851.
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LETTERS FROM A
SANTA FE ARMY CLERK, 1855 - 1856
CHARLES E. WffiLDEN

edited by John Hammond Moore

ON JULY 19, 1855, this brief article appeared in the columns of
the Charleston (S. C.) Courier: '

.

Major Richardson, of the Third Infantry, left Fort Leavenworth
on the 28th ult., with some five hundred meri, for New Mexico.
The officers with the command are: Col. GRAYSON, Commissary
Department; Major THORNTON, Ordinance Department; Major
SMITH, Pay Department, and Lieuts. CARR, SMEAD, DAVIS and
SCHRODER, and Assistant Surgeon PERRIN. The command takes mit
some $100,000 government funds and it large supply train.

It is doubtful if many people in Charleston took much interest in
this announcement, but it certainly was read with considera1?le
interest in one household. For, accompanying Colonel John B.
Grayson of the Commissary Department was a thirty-one-year-old
clerk by the name of Charles E. Whilden, a Charleston native and
a brother of William G. Whilden, a local banker. During the
next few mOilths William and his wife, Ellen, heard much more
concerning the Southwest. Charles wrote frequently about the
strange land which had so recently come under the American flag.
At first he took a distinct dislike to New Mexico. Santa Fe was
"nothing but a collection of mud Houses One story high;" goods
and services were "dear," and perhaps the United States should
just give the land back to the Indians "and let them fight it out in'
their .own fashion." In a short time, however, Whilden begins to
like the area much better; in fact, he becomes something of a local
booster, bragging about the healthy climate, fine vegetables, and
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awe-inspiring scenery. Just how many letters were exchanged is
not known, but eight letters written from Santa Fe-August 1855
to July 1856-are preserved in the South Caroliniana Library,
Columbia, S. C. They describe the exciting experiences Charles
Whilden had with the wagon train on the way West-inquisitive
Indian chiefs, stampeding cattle, and pr~irie fires-and paint a
clear picture of a relatively quiet, but interesting existence in the
city of Santa Fe.
Whilden returned East in the late 1850's and served at least
two terms in the Confederate infantry. He first enlisted in May
I 862 and was subsequently discharged because of battle wounds.
After farming near Charleston for a time he re-enlisted in February 1864 and was again discharged in October of that same year
when he became ill. He died suddenly on September 25, 1866,
at the age of 42.1 His brother William was a well-known business
figure in Charleston for several decades after the Civil War ended.
About 1884 he moved to Greenville, S. c., where he became an
insurance agent. He died there on June 9, 1896. His obituary in
the Charleston News & Courier indicates that his wife Ellen,
whom Charles had addressed fondly as "my dear sister," had died
some years earlier. Here, reproduced with the permission of the
South Caroliniana Library, are the letters written from New
Mexico by Charles Whilden to his brother's family in Charleston.

Santa Fe, New MeXICO
August 28th 1855
Dear William,
We arrived here yesterday in good health and spirits, having
been ever since the 30th June on our way- I found a letter from
you & also Charleston & other papers- I am glad that you were
pleased with the portrait- I wish I had something more valuable
to present to you- Qn our journey we passed through some trying scenes-suffered from pestilence and thirst-fire & everything
else- About the middle of July, the prairie accidentally took fire-
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swept through our Camp, and burnt up the Tents, Clothingalmost everyth,ing of some 500 Recruits- You have seen in the
Books at School pictures of the prairies on fire, and can imagine
how like the old Harry the fire goes when it has once started- It
commenced by a little darkey belonging to one of the Ladies, letting a coal drop on the dry grass while cooking, and the recruits
who were mostly dutchmen, instead of rushing in manfully and
trying to extinguish it, thought it was fine fun, until it burnt
them out of house and home-and they found it necessary to
sleep on the bare ground- I was sorry for them, but it learnt them.
a lesson, and the next fire they turned out, .and extinguished it
before any damage was done- A great many of the muskets were
in the Barnes, & they went off wounding four or five, one of whom
after being carried for 400 miles died from his wound-:'or rather
after the amputation of his Ami at the Shoulder, which was necessary to be done. But to show what· Kind of men these recruits
were, and how much they could have. been depended on in the
case of a fight with the Indians, I will state one circumstanceAfter the fire it was a matter of astonishment that only about half
of the loaded muskets went off, and on examination being had
and the charges drawn it was found that 140 of them out of about
325 had been loaded with the Ball first. The Officers who accompapied the Expedition were loud in their denunciations of
the manner in which it had been fitted out, and the character of
the men they were sent out to conduct across the plains- They
were 150 Dragoons along, who being mostly Americans could have
made a fight perhaps if they had been furnished with Arms-but
each one lead a Horse, and not a single weapon. We met various
Tribes of Indians, and on one occasion about 4000 Camanches
& Kiawas under Shave Head the Great Chief of the Camanches
both of Texas and New Mexico, and if they had Known that our
soldiers }Vere unarmed & would run at the first attack-they could
have wiped out the whole command-got 200,000 in specie, 700
Mules & Horses, nearly 100 Wagons heavily laden-in fact, wealth
untold for them. But they did not Know what we did, and professed peace- You should have seen these wild Indians, all painted
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& decked off with feathers & their splendid Horses which they
rode as if they [had] been born in the Saddle-the Squaws dressed
the same as the men, & armed with their Bows & Arrows tipped
with Steel or lron- The Boys .are hard cases, and at the age of
13 or 14 can Kill an Antelope with their arrows as easy as one of
our marksmen with a rifIe- We saw a deer whichone of these little wretches Killed- The Arrow penetrated almost through. the
Animal- The little Indian was about 12, and shot him off his
Horse while running. Shave Head & myself became very friendly
- I rode along side of him & White Eagle, Buffalo Hump & others
of thtfirBig Chiefs for a dozen miles- Shave Head seemed
pleased with my red beard- He pointed to it, & then to the SunOur conversation was not very extensiveWe also had a Stampede, the terror of which a man can never
conceive from a letter- Only imagine some 700 Animals getting
frightened & rushing through your camp at 20 miles an Hour
overturning and trampling down every thing in their way, &
rushing over the plains like a whirlwind- Fortunately in our
Stampede they did not rush through the Camp, but a little to one
side, so that no one was hurt- The Indians cause these stampedes,
by shooting an· arrow into one Horse or mule or frightening it,
in some way-it snorts & fIees& all the rest follow suit. A madness
seizes them & it is impossible as such a time to restrain the Gentlest Horse- We fortunately recovered nearly all Our AnimalsTwice we had to swim our Horses & Wagons across rapid streams
which the rains had swelled, & on one occasion two soldiers were
drowned iIi getting over-one a striker for our Tent-a striker is
a Soldier who is assigned to an officer's tent to pitch it and assist
in .doing anything which is wanted. But the saddest & most horrible of all was the killing before my eyes of our driver & cook,
who had been quarrelling with our waiter about something & advanced on him with a Club- The driver was a large Athletic
Negro, & the waiter a weak & delicate Negro boy of about 19
who was setting the Table for dinner before the Tent...;;.. As the
man struck him a blow. ",hich in the hands of such a powerful
man might have crushed him-the boy with sudden desperation
I
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seized a Knife & stabbed him to the heart- Befo~e Col. Grayson
& myself could rush in-he staggered-fell on his back, gave a
gasp & died- The whole thing was done so quick & was so unexpected, that the man was dead with the Club finnly clutched
in his hands in a few seconds after the first, blow- We iinmediately sent for the Alcalde of Tuckalotar near which the thing
occurred, who summoned a Jury, & Col. & myself appeared as
witnesses- It is a singular sight these Mexican Juries- They
decided that the boy must appear next October before the higher
Court-:-Col G giving security in the sum of $500 that he would
be answerable for his appearance- The,boy will probably not be
punished severely, as he was one of the best boys for a negro that
I have ever seen, & the evidence will be of the strongest Kind
that he acted in self defence. Both of them were free Negroes
engaged in Saint LouisI have seen \Thousands of Buffaloes, & been right in among
them, but Killed none- One Big Bull Buffalo made a charge on
us, after receiving a riRe Ball & 5 Balls from my revolver which
I lent to a gentlemen to finish him- We left in a hurry, for when
wounded they are most dangerous neighbours, and will outrun
an ordinary Horse- Some of our party had most narrow escapes
from their eagerness in the chase- The Meat of the Calfs is very
fine-then a cow Buffalo is preferred- The meat of a Bull is very
similar to tough Beef-. Very frequently parties cross the plains
without encountering a single Buffalo- We were more fortunate,
and I presume I have been in a single Herd of 10,000- The
plains were covered with them- If you ever have a shot at one
be sure to hit him under the fore shoulder, and if he is not Killed,
then run- We also saw Deer, Antelope, and Rabbits they call
"Jackass Rabbits" from their resemblance to that animal being
almost as large, - with just as long ears, prairie dogs, a very harmless Animal living in Villages under ground, and looking more
. like large Squirrels than dogs, having their own constitution &
laws, and living as they say with perfect happiness in company
with Rattle Snakes and Owls. As for Rattle Snakes, hundreds were
killed every day-this is the Country for them- Big Ants, Hop-
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per grapes with stomachs like Aldermen, and every Kind of insect & vermin- Spotted Lizards would crawl under our beds, but
we had to get used to them- The Wolves howled about our Encampment every night, and wo~ld look us in the face in broad
daylight- But you need not think that it was such a terrible trip
after all- It was more tedious than usual, & more unfortunate in
some respects, but I enjoyed it on the whole. The Ladies of the
Officers kept cheerful, .and grumbled less than a great many of
the men- I only drank out of a ditch 3 or 4 times, or perhaps
more, & that was because the water was.a little cooler than that
in our Kegs- There never was a place of more than 50 miles
where there was no water, although sometimes it happens in a
dry season, that vast numbers of cattle die from thirst.
About 100 miles from Santa Fe Genl Garland carne out to
meet us, so we cut loose from the rest of the command & carne
in to Santa Fe with about 60 dragoons. 3 And now I will tell you
frankly that I am disgusted with New Mexico- It ain't worth
Keeping- Magnificent Scenery & all that-but very little good
land- As for ,the people they are the most worthless set of scoundrels I have ever seen and the most ignorant- Santa Fe is nothing
but a collection of mud Houses One story high- I am stopping
at present in a splendid mud Hotel-board, that is eating alone
$10.00 per week- Everything is dear- You must really pay me
a visit- Some of the Houses were washed down in the recent
rains, so that accommodation is scarce- The government had better buy up the claims of all these New Mexicans-transplant them
to Botany Bay, fence in the Country.,-give it up to the Indians,
& let them fight it out in their own fashion- The climate is the
most healthy in the world, and one of these days gold may be
found as it was in California. If so, I will write, so that you may
pack up Bag & Baggage & try your luck at digging for it- Perhaps
I will write more tomorrow-
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Aug 29th
Perhaps I am wrong in giving such a hard character to the
new Mexicans. When I become more acquainted with them, I
will no doubt find that they are better than they look at first sight,
and I have not seen any of the better class-of which I hear there
are very few. The Country round Santa Fe is poor & uncultivated,
and vegetables & such things have to be brought from Alberquerqe
& other distant Towns. Living is consequently very dear-twice
as high as in Detroit or Charleston. One of my principal reasons
in corning out here was that I supposed that my pay would enable me to liquidate quickly my debt to you, and it annoys me
very much to think that ev.er since the 1st May to this date I
have not been allowed'one Cent by the Government, but have
been compelled while waiting for the Escort, to remain in St Louis
& other places for 6 weeks at a great expense, which expenses are
not paid by the Department, neither does my salary go on while
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not on duty- I will try however & economize so as to pay yO"!1 &
Col Grayson-if either of you were mean men perhaps I would
not care so much to be in your debt, but I know that both of you
have confidence in me, and will not bother me about it. I begin
to be,disgusted with government service. It seems to me that ever
since I commenced it, it has been one continual getting into debt,
and then getting out- For the future I intend to live more economical & mean- If a beggar asks me for a penny I will not give
him one for in trying to help poor people I have Kept myself
poor-neither will I give any more money to the Church, for if
I had back all I have given to Religious & Charitable Institutions
for the last seven years I would now be out of debt. However you
must not think that I am getting misanthropic. I only feel that
if I was settled down for good somewhere with a nice little Wife,
or was a Boss Carpenter I might be more independent, instead of
as now flying over the world like the Dove from Noahs Ark without a resting placeThe native are fast building up one of the mud Houses washed
away in the recent rains for Col G & myself, & then, when I can
have my own Room & quietly smoke my pipe, having on my
morning Gown & slippers, I will be happy- Tell Maum June
that I am going to join Harry's Church, for the people here are
all Catholics, and the Priests fight Roosters after ChurchGive my love to Sister Ellen & Kiss little Julia, & remember me
to all- The mail leaves here on the 1st of every month, & Fort
Independence for Santa Fe on the I st day of each month, so
when you write, do so as to get your letters to Fort Independence
in time without any other direction on it than Santa FeYours affectionately
CHARLES

Wm Whilden, Esq
Charleston
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Santa Fe New Mexico
September 22nd 1855
My Dear Sister Ellen,
I recollect about a year since you wrote me a very affectionate
letter inviting me to pay you alIa visit, and I went- Now I want
to return the compliment, and therefore beseech you to pack up
your things, you and William & Julia, and come out for a visit
to Santa Fe. I think you would be delighted with the trip-everything would look so different from what it does in the States. It
would be so romantic too, to see you mounted on top of a mule,
holding on to Julia and the mule's long ears to prevent being
tumbled off- Numbers of American Ladies have come out here,
generally the Wives of Officers of the Army, aned they seem to
, stand the journey very well- One thing I have noticed however
that they no sooner get here, than they want to be at home again.
I would not insist on your staying here longer than three months,
for in that time you would be enabled to see everything of interest. Our house is not so commodious as yours in Charleston,
but we have plenty of Room, & there would be no fatigue in going up and down stairs. The only house with two Stories in Santa
Fe is where the Catholic Bishop lives. 4 All the rest are of one
Story with not more than one window to each room which opens
on what is called. the placita, or open Court in-the centre, something like the Charleston Hotel used to have. A portico runs
round the, inside of the placita with a Well in the middle, and
several families generally live in the same building, & can therefore visit each other without trouble. While. I am writing several
little blackeyed Mexicans are running round, & jabbering in
their Mexican lingo. It seems a shame that these little childrep.
speak Spani,sh, while I so much older hardly understand a word.
We have five rooms-one for an office, a setting room, two bedrooms and a Kitchen- Three servants, a cook from Italy-a Waiter
and a driver-four mules, a carriage and a riding Horse- I am
sole master at present-the Col being absent on business, and I

\
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am living almost entirely on Mutton & Grapes-the vegetables
such as Tomatoes and Snap Beans having given out- When the
Indians come in from the mountains with provisions, we live
high. As for butter I have not had any for an age, the Mexicans
although having immense herds of Cattle, very seldom think of
churning butter. When we left Fort Leavenworth the Col bought
a Cow, and we supposed that we would have plenty of milk on
the route, but the mean thing had a habit of milking herself, so
he gave it away- If he gets another I will try & make some butter
& send a Saucer for you to try-

".

--_.....'>

I live very much as I did in Detroit-taking the world easy,
and not bothering myself about what I cant help. I know that
you will want to ask me if I go to Church. Well there is a little
protestant Church here, but it has not been opened since my ar- .
rival, so I go to the Catholic. The Catholic Churches here like
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every other building are built of mud with a little more care than
the dwellings, but are yet very unsightly buildings. They have
no Seats, and the Mexican girls all sit down on the Hoor when
they are not Kneeling- The priests have the reputation of being
great rascals, and yet if a Mexican girl meets one in the Street,
she drops on her Knees -to receive his blessing, and remains on
her Knees in the dirt until he has passed. The Catholic Bishop
has the reputation of being a good man, and does everything to
improve the morals of his charge. The Mexicans both male -&
female have a great passion for gambling, and will go right from
the Church & playa game called Chusis [sic] until it is time for
Service again. A Bonnet maker would starve here- I have not
seen a single Bonnet since I have been in the Territory except on
the Wives of some of the Officers in the Army- The females all
wear a Rebosa or Shawl, which they put over their heads, and
looks very romantic on a pretty girl- Some of them are good looking enough with jet black eyes, but they are ignorant- As for
the Men they are for the most part the worst specimens of humanity I have ever seen, and I really dont know what they were
made for.
Yesterday I had a very pleasant Horseback ride with some of
the Ladies. of the Garrison, and. to see these Eternal mountains
covered with Snow is worth a visit from the States. The Sunsets
here are grand beyond description. I will not attempt to describe
them, but I would refer you to some novel where such things are
discanted on- Pick out the most beautiful description of a sunset
in -any of these novels, & then imagine that ours here are still
grander & more beautiful.
But my' dear Sister I have given you a long letter & I must
close. We are all longing for the mail which is due here tomorrow or next day, and I hope then to have.a letter from William--also papers from the States- I never appreciated. getting a letter
where the mail was corning & going every day, but here, where
it is only once a month that we can receive the slightest news, the
arrival-of the Mail is looked for with the greatest eagerness. I
trust that when it does arrive, it may bring news that you are all
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well & prosperous. Please remember me to Col Taylor & his family
& dont forget to tell Mom Juno & Julia howdy & believe me
,
I remain
your affectionate Brother
CHARLES

E. WHILDEN

Mrs. Wm. G. Whilden
Charleston SC
P.S. I must apologize for not writing on note paper, but have none.

C.

'

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico
Sept. 27th 1855
Dear William,
The mail arrived here a day or two ago, and I was very much
disappointed at first in not finding a letter from you in my package, but half an hour afterwards the postmaster gave me a letter
which had been mislaid- I find that the yellow fever has broken
out badly in Norfolk, and that a great many of my friends at
Fort Riley have died of Cholera. s Among those dead was Dr
Simons of our State & one ,of the finest men in the Army. Cholera
was never known to be in Santa Fe-the fact is that were it not
for the houses tumbling down now & then it would be the most
healthy place in the world. The weather now seems to be settled
& the rains all over, but a day or two ago, the rains came down
with stich a power that it inundated our rooms- As for my bed
it almost Boated off the bedstead. You cannot imagine the salubrity of the air here generally. Sickne~s is unknown- We are
living at such an elevation above the Sea that it is never too warm
for comfort, and at nights Blankets are a luxuryAmong the Officers stationed here is Dr De Leon from Columbia S. C. G He is a nephew of old Dr [Abraham] De Leon of
Camden, & a very fine man- 1 told him that I had. a nephew
named De Leon &c, and on the strength of it he gave me a din·
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ner at the Officers quarters- We had a good time. I have invitations from all parts of the Territory to pay visits to my friends
both old & new, but the Territory is so large that it is impossible
to get ,round. Yesterday I was introduced to Kit Carson who gave
me a polite invitation to his ranche at Taos. He is an unpretending modest man, about my size only thicker, and has the reputation of being as noble hearted as he is fearlessI intended to have written you a long letter, but business has
crowded in upon us and I shall not be able to write much- Moreover we have to go to San Miguel about 50 Miles from here 7/to
give evidence be~ore the .u. S. Court a day or. two before the mail
closes, so that all, our public & private business will have to be
hurried- You are in error somewhat about the departure of the
mail from the States- It leaves Independence Missouri on the
1st of every month, so that a lett~r from Charleston should be
written in time to get there by the 1st-else it will lie over another
month. The Mail is due here about the 24th or 25th of each
month- Tell Jem Gardner that our friend Otero was a candidate
for Congress against Gallegos, but was defeated by 99 votes. Otero
however intends to contest the election. 8
I am living as pleasantly as a man can do in New Mexico, and
have got back into my regular, quiet habits. I get up, put on my
dressing gown & slippers,' & frequently forget to put on Coat
all day, having nothing to calLme outside th~ house- I am wearing out myoid clothes, which however look'as good as new from
the contrast they offer ,to the poor miserable Mexicans' who
scarcely wear any at all-'- I have become industrious- As it is a
difficult thing to purchase any thing like board plank in this
Country, the Bishop gave. me a Board with which I manufactured an Extempore Clothes Press, and with a few yards of Calico
for Curtains, made myself one quite fanciful- All necessary
articles of household furniture must be brought from the StatesIf you could send a large comfortable Rocking Chair by the mail
it would go right well, especially as we are so near the Rocky
mountains. At the present time the only thing that bothers me
is my Moustaches are so long that I cant eat soft boiled' eggs

a
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comfortably. I think of Keeping a pig & some chickens for amusement, and as a sort of company for my Terrier- Jackasses are
very cheap here-I would like, to send you one as a present- They
bring all the wood intq town, strapped on their backs 25 cts per
load. We have given orders to our Servant to buy up 300 Jackass
loads of wood for the coming winterThe Indians have been committing some depredations down
below, and a company was ordered from here yesterday to chastise them- But it is almost impossible to do any thing to them,
as on the approach of our forces they retreat to almost impassible
mountains- I am very glad that you have stuck to the Haydens.
It was my advice to you years ago, and I think they have been
good friends t9 you- When a man is doing well, he had better
be satisfied, & not rush off into unknown & untried pursuits.
While I am rejoiced at your doing so well, I cannot but regret
Bro. Josephs pecuniary embarrassments- I hope he will do better now, as it is a business he commenced so many years ago when
quite a little shaverIf I find time to write again before I leave I will do so, but have
nothing that would interest you-"- I wrote a letter to Sister Ellen
a day or two ago which with this letter to you will be much more
than your short letters, but· I know that it is impossible to write
anything when nothing is to be said. I received very few Charleston pape;s by the last mail, but your City appears to be healthyI am much obliged to you for your offer to publish my letters- I
have no ambition that way- One of the Detroit Editors sent me
his paper with a request that I would drop him some news- I
wrote a hurried account of our trip very similar to the one I wrote
to you, to one of my friends, permitting him to publish it, if he
thought proper-but I am almost sorry that I did so, as the paper
since has turned a little abolition, & as my letter was not, presume
it will not appear- Give my love to all, and believe me I remain
Yours affectionately
CHARLES

Wm G. Whilden Esq
Charleston, S C

E. WHILDEN
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Santa Fe, N. M.
March 3rd 1856
Dear William,
I received your letter last month, announcing to me the increase in your family. For this I give you joy, although perhaps
a boy would have been more acceptable. The mail which leaves
Independence for Santa Fe on the 1st of every month has not yet
arrived. It should have been here by the 24th February. The extremely cold weather we have this winter, colder than ever Known
in the Country, & the immense quantity of Snow which has fallen in the gorges of the Mountains may have detained it, although
many suppose that it has been attacked by the Indians. By the
Southern mail which leaves San Antonio Texas at the same time,
I received my Charleston Mercuries to the middle of January, &
had the pleasure of reading the Presidents Message, and the goings on in Congress. The Country is getting into a pretty fix,
when a set of abolition rascals can impede the whole business of
a nation, and stop the wheels of government. I trust that the next
mail will bring us better news from Washington.
We are rather dull here at present owing to not having received our usual supply of Letters, Papers, Magazines, &c, and it
being the Season of Lent and no Fandangoes being allowed by
the Priests, those who are fond of dancing suffer from want of
exercise. The Cold weather too, makes travelling disagreeable, and
there being no Theatres, Libraries, Lectures or Concerts, with
which you people in the States help to pass the time, makes it
worse than one of the smallest towns in Carolina. For after the
first· sensations with which a man views a different people &
different manner a~e over-there is in New Mexico, nothing very
pleasing, except it be in the contemplation of the magnificent
mountain Scenery, which is found over the whole Country. Occasionally we have an Indian Foot Race or something of the Kind
to stir us up a little, or an Express rides suddenly into Town with
the news that the Indians have ran off the Cattle of some neighbouring ranche-and sometimes a fight or two on the plaza, or
a Court Martial, but nothing like you have in a large City, with
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the Daily papers, Rail Roads, Telegraphs, &c &c. 9 Here our only
Rail Roads are Donkeys-our only Telegraphs are Indian Runners.
But I assure you a quiet life agrees with me just as well as a
bustling one, and I can sit down here in Santa Fe with a Pipe &
Book with as much content as to be at the St Nicholas in New
York surrounded by excitement. to I should like it is true to have
you setting alongside of me trying to smoke through politeness,
and to hear your wife upbraiding me for wishing to ruin her
husband, but I hope one of these days to have that pleasure. One
thing is certain-if I ever again pay a visit home, it shall be in
the winter, for what with yellow fever &, Storms, Charleston is
rather a hot place in Summer.
I send you a Copy of the Santa Fe Gazette by the mail which
leaves tomorrow. l l Although there is no news in it which can
interest you, yet you will perceive that we are not such total barbarism as to be entirely without a newspaper.
Give my love to all, &believe me
I remain as ever
Yours affectionately
CHARLES

Wm. G. Whilden Esq
Charleston S. C.

Santa Fe New Mexico
March 26th 1856
Dear William,
We had the good fortune to receive the February & the
March mail a few days since from the States, minus about Eight
paper Bags which had to be left behind on account of the heavy
Snows on the plains. I am much obliged to you for the elegant
Gold Toothpick you sent. It came in good order, and made me
almost wish I was on the Steps of the St Nicholas to show off. I
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now look down with contempt on those poor loafers who have
to use Quills. By the few papers which have come to hand I see
that Banks is elected Speaker and that we may have a war with
England. 12 As to the first, the Government is becoming more
abolition every day, arid did we not have Pierce & a few honest
men at the helpl of State, we would be shipwrecked. As it is, the
Union may last a few years longer, but unless a decided change
takes place in Northern politics, it must at last go under.
As for a war with Great Britain I say amen. If there is however
any probability of it, Keep your Eye Skinned-curtail your business, as a war with that power has always produced a crash in the
Financial affairs of this Country.
I am greatly indebted to you for proposing to send out a Therapeutic Chair, but I have gone to work, & with wool have made a
very comfortable chair of an immense New Mexican uncomfortable Wooden Machine. J take great pleasure in sitting in it, as I
am proud of it being the effect of my own industry.
For the last few weeks we have been living very luxuriously on
Wild Turkeys & Geese, but our butter has given out, and I supposewe will have to take to Molasses.
My little Terrier having had four young ones, I will send you
one by mail, which can be done under the head of "Pub. Docs."
Santa Fe is ,getting gay once more, lent being now over. During Passion Week, there was a procession every day in honor of
some Saint. On Good Friday, we had a mock Funeral of our
Savior, with the Roman Centurion, Pontius Pilate, the Virgin
Mary, St Joseph, Judas Iscariot, the Apostles, Roman Soldiers
&c &c. This mummery is getting more and more out of date eV,ery
year, and although these people can never be made good Protestants, yet they may in time be sensible Catholics-this, is to say
in about 350 years.
One of the Young Ladies of this Territory is to be married on
the 15th April at Fort Stanton about 300 miles from here. Is She
is the daughter of Col Miles of the Army, and some of us may
go to the wedding. 14 Her intended is Lieut L. W. O'Bannon
formerly of the Palmetto Regiment, but now of the 3rd Infy. This
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will leave six unmarried American Ladies in New Mexico. I
should like very much to 'see an American young Lady as there
are none in Sarita Fe, and I have not seen one for some time.
You can have no idea of the great suffering which has been
caused on the plains this winter by the severe weather. For the
last few days 'we have had some pleasant weather, but since November the Snow has been deep and the cold more severe that
it has been in the last fifty years-so the old people say. This has
caused frequent robberies by the Indians, who are nominally at
Peace, for the purpose of supporting themselves against Starvation, and the Flocks of Sheep, Beeves &c of the Citizens have
been frequently run off. The Government after conquering this
Country, has not done its duty in protecting it, for we are almost
as uncared for as if we were living in Kamocatka.
I regret very much to hear that our old Aunt Moore is so feeble.
If she is alive when this reaches you do not forget to give her my
dearest love. If anyone is prepared' to die, it is certainly one who
like her has exemplified during a long life all those virtues which
adorn the Christian Character. I hope by the next mail to hear
that she is better.
But I must now close. Give my love to Sister Ellen, & say that
I will not take any excuses for you & her not paying me a visit.
Such a thing as sickness is not Known in this happy Country,
and if either of you want fresh air come out to New Mexico, and
you will both be invigorated by the breezes which blow from our
magnificent mountains & over our immense plains.
Yours affectionately
CHARLES

E. WHILDEN

WmG. Whilden Esq
Charleston S. C.
P.S. I will not forget to take that smoke on the 3rd April. I will
however use my Meerschaum, as we dont smoke Cigars in this
Country. We leave ihat to the Ladies.
C.E.W.
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Santa Fe New Mexico
June 30th 18 56
Dear William,
On my arrival here a day or two since, I found a letter from
you dated in the latter part of April, and a Box containing an
elegant little pipe, and cigar holder. The pipe is just the thing I
needed, and it followed my letter' asking for it so quickly, that
I am at a loss to know whether you. knew I wanted one, or was
a mere dream on your part that something of the Kind would
do me good. If you have written me a letter informing me of its
sending, it has not yet reached me.
Since my letter to you of last month, I have made a horseback
excursion to Fort Massachusetts in the northern part of the Territory, adjoining, the Mormon, Country of Utah, and had a fine
opportunity of seeing the Aborigines of the Country, and the
Rocky mountains. 15 In the Valleys we would be broiling with
heat, and th.e only way of Keeping cool, was. to look up to the
mountains above us, covered with ,Snow. We travelled through
a country infested by hostile Indians, but as we had a Company
of Dragoons to escort us, we got through. in safety. We passed
through the Valley of the Rio Grande, the best portion of the
Territory, but what gave me the most pleasure was to see an
Indian dance, which surpassed all the dances I had ever seenMy nose suffered as usual from the Sun, but is now as good as
new.
I see by the papers that the W. L. I. have paid a visit to the
Battlefield of the Cowpens. 16 I should like to have been with them.
Your letter stating that you had come into possession of some
of my Pendleton [So G] letters brings to my mind that when I
was there, an old Revolutionary soldier named Dupree told me
that he had Served with our grandfather Joe Whilden ashe
. called him under Marion. Joe Whilden he said was then 18, and
had run away from C[hrist] C[hurch] Parish to join Marion.
I was nominated to read the Declaration of Independence here
on the coming 4th July, but as Col Grayson had already been Se-
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lected as the Orator, I declined, so as not to have too much from
one House. Col Grayson is a man, at home on every subject
whether civil or military &will give an Oration worthy of the Day.
I have heard him very frequently speak of Dr Robertson as a gallant officer in Florida.
You so frequently in your letters inl urging me to come home,
insinuate that my position is not an honorable one, that I sometimes imagine you think that I am no better than a common
soldier- You recollect the old rhyme
"Honor or Shame from no condition rise
Act well your part-there all honor lies?"

Now my position is the same as that of any of the Clerks in the
different Departments at Washington, or any of those offices
which are so eagerly sought after by those who think themselves
of the first families of Virginia, Carolina or any of the other
States. It is certainly as honorable as that of the Clerkship in
Banks &c which the young men of Charleston are so anxious to
obtain. I am better situated than most of them, for I have little
to do, and no one to domineer over me. Col Grayson the only
one who has any right to find fault with me, is more like a Father
and a bosom friend than a Superior, and everything he has, appears to belong to me, just as much as to him. And so far as the
comforts of life extend, I live as well as if I had $5,000 per'year
to go on. The Col has four Servants to wait on us two-one of
them specially devoted to me. I say to this one go, and he goeth,
and to that one, come and he cometh. If I choose to invite a
friend to come and stay with us for a month, it is all right; or if I
wish to extend any hospitality to anyone who has treated me
well, I am at perfect liberty to do so.. If I ever travel I always have
a soldier to Saddle my horse &c and to hold him when I dismount.
And as far as association is concerned, I know no difference ben:veen the highest dignitaries both civil & military or'the Territory and myself, except so far as age demands my respect. In fact,
men high in position, have sought my friendship more than I
have theirs. I say these things to disabuse your mind of any impressions which your letters seem to indicate, that my position is
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not an honorable one. To tell the truth however, it is time for me
to think of settling down as a quiet & useful Citizen. Thear that
we are to have an Indian War in New Mexico, and there is no
telling how soon it may break out. An expedition of 1000 men
at more will probably' go against the Navajo Indians who have
been murdering the' Citizens&c. Their Country is about 300
miles Southwest of Santa Fe. I shall probably go to see the fun.
I send you by this mail in another letter a check for $5°.00. All
my debts with the exception of what lowe you &the Charleston
Mercury are now paid. Messrs Whiting & Adams of Detroit have
the papers relating to my Lake Superior land, to pay Taxes &c
for me. The Taxes have just been paid by. me. This land will
amply indemnify you, should any accident happen to me\Give my love to all, and believe mel remain as ever
Yours affectionately
CHARLES

E. WHILDEN

Wm G. Whilden Esq
Charleston S. C.
Santa Fe New Mexico
July 31st 1856
Dear Willjam,
I received your letters a few days since informing me of
your intended departure for New York. I suppose that by the
time this letter reaches you, you will have returned, and I hope
that you have had a pleasant trip.
The last mail brought us the announcement of the nomination
of Buchanan and Breckenridge, and all the Democrats here are
. highly delighted, and we think that we will surely whip the Black
Republicans and Know Nothings in the coming election. Breckenridge although not spoken of beforehand is a~ elegant gentleman and a near connection of Col Grayson-the Cols name being
Jno Breckenridge Grayson.
I am glad to hear that Heyward Thayer has been left a legacy.
\.
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He had a hard time of it when young, and I am glad that he has
now a chance for happiness, if indeed money can give it.
When I wrote you last month, there was a probability that we
would have to go to chastise the Navajo Indians. I, am sorry to
say that the Governor of the Territory has received their apologies,
and forgiven them all their Sins for once more. 17 The consequence
will be, that we will have more depredations in a little while. ,
We are now having- a pleasant time in Santa, Fe-the weather
although warm in the day, yet cool & pleasant at J!ight. During
our hottest weather, it is always a comfort to have at least one
blanket over a man at night. The Gardens too are beginning to
furnish their vegetables and shortly we will have abundance of
Grapes, the finest product of New Mexico. In New Mexico, rain
is not depended on for refreshing the Soil. It is done by irrigation,
on the principle that water must find, its own level, and the
Streams coming down fresh and cool from the Snow clad mountains, can be cut up into thousands of little artificial rivulets and
diffused all over the Country that is fit for cultivation. The rainy
season commences in August, and lasts for about two months.
We celebrated the 4th July here in an old fashioned style. In
the morning there was a Grand mass celebrated at the Cathedral,
afterwards a procession-an oration by Col G-an oration in Spanish by one of the Mexican citizens, a dinner, and in the Evening
a Grand Fandango. Americans far from home are more apt to
feel patriotic than those who are surrounded' by all the comforts
of home. I enclose to you by this mail an oration delivered before
, the Masons, on St Johns day by the Col. I did not hear it as I was
then celebrating the day with the Indians on my return from the
upper portion of the Territory.
I would write more, but there is nothing nEw to write about'The merchants have all received their Spring Stock of Goods from
the States, so that we can dress here in Broadway styleGive my love to all, and believe me
I am as ever
Yours affectionately
CHARLES

E. WHILDEN
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NOTES
I. Records in the Charleston County Courthouse indicate that Whilden had been'married, although when and to whom is not known. In
1902 his daughter, Sophia, filed a petition to establish herself as his legal
heir.' This move seems to have been in connection with lands in Michigan which Whilden mentions in these letters.
2. Tecolote, between Las Vegas and San Miguel del Vado on the
Pecos River, on the Santa Fe Trail.
3. Brigadier General John Garland, a Virginian, was a veteran of the
Seminole and Mexican wars. Fort Garland, Colorado, was named for him.
He died on active duty with the U.S. Infantry in June 1861.
4. John B. Lamy, first bishop of Santa Fe.
5. An item in the Charleston Courier, September 29, 1855, reports
from Fort Riley that "everyone is in fine health. . . . The cholera here
in the fore part of August was bad enough, but it gave rise to many exaggerated reports which have, done much injury to this portion of the Territory."
6. Dr; David Camden De Leon (1822-72), a surgeon, had served gallantly in the Mexican war and later was with the Confederate forces. In
1865 -he fled to Mexico with General Kirby Smith, hut afterwards, settled
in New Mexico. A son of Dr. Mordecai H. De Leon, he is less well
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known than his brother Edwin, who was accredited as Confederate Commissioner to France.
7. Cf. note 2, supra.
8. Miguel Antonio Otero (1829-~2) was successful in contesting this
election against Jose M. Gallegos.
.
9. Court martials may have been on Whilden's mind because of the
trial of a Major Blake which convened in Santa Fe about this time. See
the Charleston Courier, March 14, 1856.
10. The St. Nicholas, the latest word in Manhattan elegance, opened
in 1853. It contained: some 1,000 beds and sufficient marble to impress a
visiting English M. P. The St. Nicholas was located on the west side-of
Broadway between Broome and Spring Streets.
II. On April 15, 1856, the editors of the CHarleston Courier noted
that they had received a "file of the Santa Fe Gazette to the 1st of March"
and printed a few extracts including comments on the severe winter
storms.
12. A native of Massachusetts, Nathaniel P. Banks (1816-94) was
active in politics from 1849 to 1890. He served as governor of his state
(1858-61) and was a major general in the Civil War. Differences with
England were caused by conflict of interests in Central America and recruitment for the British army by British consuls stationed in American
cities.
13. Fort Stanton was established in 1855. Now a state tuberculosis
sanatorium, it is located near Lincoln, New Mexico.
14. Probably Colonel Dixon S. Miles.
15. Fort Massachusetts, located in what is now Costilla County,Colorado, had a brief history, 1852-58. The first military post in what is now
Colorado, it was established to protect the settlers of San Luis Valley. In
1858 the installation was moved about six miles and re-named in honor
of General John Garland.
16. Charleston's Washington Light Infantry journeyed to Cowpens,
site or-a famous encounter during the Revolutionary War, to dedicate a
monument. See the Charleston Courier, April 16-18, 1856, for details of
the festivities and the reception in Charleston upon their return., 17. The governor at this time was David Meriwether (1800-93). A
native of Kentucky, he was appointed to the U.S. Senate when H~nry
Clay died, but did n9t seek re-election. He served as governor from 1853
1857.
.
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ALBERT BACON FALL'S MEXICAN PAPERS:
A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION
MICHAEL C. MEYER

of years American diplomatic· historians
·and historians of the Mexican Revolution have utilized the huge
two-volume Investigation of Mexican Affairs prepared by a special sub-eommittee of the United States Foreign Relations ComI
mittee.
The report, generally cited as the Fall Committee Hear-,
I
ings, contains a wealth of information unavailable elsewhere. The
hearings were conducted in Washington, D. c., New York City,
and in various cities along the Mexican border between August
18, 1919 and May 28, 1920. Over 250 witnesses including government officials, private United States citizens residing in Mexico, writers, business men, clergymen, ar~ed forces personnel,
and other persons interested in Mexican affairs were summoned
to appear before the committee to testify and venture personal
r opinions about the various revolutionary regimes which governed
Mexico during the hectic decade beginning with the fight against
the Diaz dictatorship in 1910.
The resolution which created the special sub-committee empowered it to "investigate the matter of damages and outrages
suffered by citizens of the United States in the Republic of Mexico ... and to report to the Senate what, if any, measwes should
be taken to prevent a recurrence of such outrages."2 The information which can be gleaned from the' hearings, however, is much
more comprehensive than the enabling res~lution itself might
suggest.
Although Senator Albert Bacon Fall (Republican from New
Mexico) was not a member of the Senate Foreign Relations
FOR A GOOD NUMBER
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Committee, he was chosen to preside over the special sub-eommittee. Soon after being elected to congress in 1912 as New
Mexico's first senator, Fall began to demonstrate more than a
casual iriterest in Mexican affairs. The fact that his home state
had a contiguous boundary with the Mexican republic, together
with the circumstances that he had lived in Mexico, invested in
Mexico, and had made a conscientious effort to study Mexican
history and politics, won for him the reputation of being extremely well versed on the nature of the revolutionary turmoil
to the south. As his interest in Mexico continued to grow and began to'manifest itself. in speeches and policy recommendations,
United States citizens residing in Mexico began to correspond
with Fall and lay their problems before him; Consequently the
se:nator tended to consider Americans residing in Mexico, no
matter what their home state, as a type of special constituency.
Because of his unusual interest in Mexican affairs, when the
sub-committee was established in 1919, Fall was one of the few
logical choices for presiding officer.
Senator Fall's position vis-a.-vis the Mexican Revolution was
well known ~by the time the sub-committee was created. Like so
many United States citizens with financial interests in Mexico,
he was enamored of the political stability and protection afforded
foreigners during the Diaz regime. Soon after Francisco I. Madero
came to the presidency late ini91 1 and showed himself either unwilling or unable to grant the same privileges and concessions,
Fall, as a freshman senator, began to press the advisability of
United States intervention in Mexico. In February 1913, with
the accession of Victoriano Huerta to the Mexican presidency,
the Revolution 'gradually ground 'to a standstill· and Fall's interventionist sentiment no longer found public support. At this
time he began a series of vituperative attacks against President
Woodrow Wilson's. designs to undermine the Huerta regime.
When Huerta finally succumbed to United States and Constitutionalist pressures in July. 1914, and the Carrancistas consolidated their gains, the senator from New Mexico mounted his
interventionist horse once again.
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Senator Fall's position at various critical dates during the
Revolution is just one of several important keys to proper use of
the Fall Committee Hearings. The historian who attempts to ex~
tract and interpret data from them soon finds that innumerable
questions arise for which there is no apparent answer, at least in
the published report. What was the full extent of Fall's Mexican
holdings? What was his' exact relationship with Edward L.
Doheny, the controversial president of the Mexican Petroleum'
Company? Why were certain witnesses served with subpoenas
while other United States citizens, extremely. conversant with
Mexican affairs, were not? How did Fall acquire the detailed
information about the background of his witnesses? The answers
to these and many other equally important questions can be
found in Senator Fall's private papers and correspondence. 3
The main body of the Fall papers is grouped into eight categories: general correspondence; miscellaneous correspondence
from Fall's senate office files, 1912-1923; miscellaneous correspondence from office file drawer labled miscellaneous; Colombia
papers relating to diplomatic relations of the United States with
Colombia; papers, Department of Interior, 1921-1923; interna~
tional oj} files; papers, Mexican affairs from senate office files; and
1 papers on Mexican affairs. 'Although some information pertaining to Mexico can be found in all of the files' the bulk of the
Mexican material' is contained in the last two categories. This
investigator has found no cogent explanation for the Mexican
material. being contained in two separate files, because the nature
of the subject matter in each is basically the same. This classification has been followed simply because the senator himself maintained two separate files. In addition to the two Mexican sections
cited above, a Mexican file containing information of a more
delicate nature was also maintained by the senator. This confidential file, held by the University of New Mexico, is found
under the heading Fall Papers, Conditions in Mexico, 1916-1923.
The content of Senator Fall's Mexican papers is quite diverse.
To be sure, the collection is spotted with the usual requests for
political appointments,letters of introduction, money, special
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favors, copies of speeches, and information concerning Mexico
for high school debates. In addition to this type of information,
however, the collection also contains plentiful information on the
Revolution, and more important, information which enables the
historian to utilize the published Fall Commi,ttee Hearings with
a greater degree of historical sophistication.
'
On the Revolution itself the collection contains copies of publications and special studies prepared in limited editions which
are now extremely rare. As one of many examples, the very interesting economic study of Professor E. W. Kemmerer of Princec
ton University can be cited. 4 It also brings together perhaps the
best array of contemporary newspaper clippings, from both the
United States and Mexico, that can be found anywhere. The
clippings include articles and editorials from El Universal, El
Nacional, El Popular, Omega, El Heraldo, Excelsior, and Le
Courier de Mexique, all of Mexico City, and from El Siglo (Nogales, Sonora), La Voz de la f{evoluci6n (Merida, Yucatan), El
Matamorense (Matamoros, Tamaulipas), El Correo del Norte
(Chihuahua City), and El Informador (Guadalajara, Jalisco).
Copies of most of the dailies from the capital can still be examined
in Mexico City's Hemeroteca Nacional but many of the state
newspapers of the revolutionary period are exceedingly difficult
to oQtain anywhere. Among the United States newspapers represented are the New York Times, the New York Tribune, The Sun
(New York), the New York Evening Post, The World (New
York), the Public Ledger (Philadelphia), the Los Angeles Examiner, the Washington Post, theiChicago Tribune, the El Paso
Morning Times, the El Paso Herald, the Arizona Gazette (Phoenix), the Arizona Republican (Phoenix), and the San Antonio
Light. All of Fall's speeches on the Roor of the senate pertaining
to Mexican affairs, as well as speeches to civic and business
groups, also enhance the value ~f the colle~tion. The senator maintained his own special investigator in Mexico, and the reports
which he received from this individual are found in the confidential file. 5 In addition, previously classified military intelligence reports fro rn Ft. Sam Houston are in this file. 6
>

I
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The Fall papers help to dispel a good many commonplace misconceptions about the Revolution. For example, the student who
picks up an average Mexican survey text, or even some of the
more detailed studies on the Revolution, will usually be led to
believe that the call for United States intervention in Mexico
came almost ~xclusivelyfrom large investors in Mexican real
estate. The manuscripts clearly reveal that the small United
States investor was a much firmer advocate of intervention than
those with million-dollar inves'tments. The United States citizens
with small investments in Mexico could be, and often were, wiped
out by a single bandit raid while the million-dollar investor could
fall back on his other Mexican holdings after being divested of
500 or even 1,000 head of cattle. A related factor, often overlooked but obvious in the senator's correspondence, is that many
Mexican citizens, opposed to an incumbent regime for one reason
or another, from time to time encouarged and abetted United
States interventionism. 7
In addition to information of this type, the Fall papers abound
in slipplementary data on the Revolution obtained from potential
witnesses who were never served with subpoenas to appear before the sub-eommittee. Although over 250 witnesses were heard;
many more were willing to testify but were not called. For the
most part the exclusion of these witnesses was justifiable because
the information which they had to offer was not directly relevant
to the senate resolution establishing the sub-committee. If a portion of the information was relevant, it generally had been obtained from other witnesses. On the other hand, for the historian
interested in the Mexican Revolution, and only secondarily interested in the "damages and outrages suffered by United States
citizens," this information is sometimes refreshingly new. s
Although the Fall correspondence is obviously valuable for
certain new insights into the Revolution itself, its primary value
for the historian is that it complements the Fali Committee Hearings. The investigator who is attempting to assess the validity of
any given testimony would like to have much more background
information on the witnesses than the published report provides.
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Without this information the testimony itself can often be misleading. The following are only a few examples of this.
One of the themes which runs throughout the entire hearings
is that certain persons, almost exclusively those opposed to any
form of intervention, being fully. cognizant of Fall's pro-interventionist sentiment, attempted in various ways to discredit the
committee. The testimony of William Hm:ton is a case in point. 9
Mr. Horton testified that he was refused an emergency passport
by the American Consul in Tampico, Claude I. Dawson, after
he had informed the consul that he wanted to testify, before the
Fall Commi~tee. The very strong implication in this testimony is
that this incident was one of many designed to discredit the work
of the committee. When one reads. the explanation of Claude
I. Dawson in Fall's papers, however, he receives an entirely
different impression. Consul Dawson stated that he did not
refuse an emergency passport to Horton but only asked that he
register, as prescribed by law, before being issued the passport.
This Horton refused to' do. 10 It is impossible, without additional
information, to ascertain who was telling the truth in this matter, but once the investigator is aware of the strong possibility
that Mr. Horton misrepresented certain facts in his testimony,
the entire testimony certainly must be viewed with a good deal
of caution.
In the testimony ofWilbur Forrest the reader is informed that
the witness was a journalist interested in Mexican affairs. l l His
position on various revolutionary issues is left to the imagination.
The investigator whotonsults Senator Fall's papers, however, will
find, a number of Mr. Forrest's articles on Mexico, written for
the New York Tribune, conveniently grouped together. 12 With this additional information the published testimony takes on new
meaning.
_
.
In other cases the published testimony of witnesses gives rise
to issues which are not treated satisfactorily. Emiliano Lopez
Figueroa, for example, was questioned at considerable length
about the editorial policy of El Magazine de la Raza. 13 Itis doubtful that one in fifty persons who have used the Fall Committee
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Hearings have ever seen a copy of the magazine in questign and
even less likely that they would be able to find a copy to examine .
even if they desired to do so. Yet, in order to evaluate the testimony, the magazine obviously must be consulted. Copies of El
Magazine de la Raza are contained in Fall's private correspondence. 14 In like manner Major R. C. Barnes was questioned about
certain articles in Gales Magazine. 15 Copies of controversial articles from this magazine may also· be found in the Fall papers. 16
Perhaps the most serious question which iuisesfrom an investigation of the Fall manuscripts is the accuracy, and thus the validity, of the testimony published in the hearings. Although it is
immediately obvious that the published report cont~ins many
grammatical and typographical errors, it is not as clear that tllese
seemingly insignificant oversights often result in errors of both a
substantive and interpretive nature. On February 3, 1920 Nils
Olaf Bagge, a consultant mining engineer in Chihuahua for some
sixteen years, gave interesting testimony.17 Mr. Bagge was utterly
dismayed, however, when he received the published copy of the
testimony which he had ostensibly given. In a letter to Mr. Francis Kearful, the man who conducted his interrogation, Bagge included a copy of his twelve-page testimony in which he noted
over ninety errors. 18 Many of these concerned minor matters, but
some were of considerable importance. To.aperson interested in
the early career of General Pascual Orozco, Jr., for example, the
fact that Bagge, the head of a very large enterprise in Ghihuahua,
considered Orozco one of his best employees is of mbre interest
than that Bagge had only a few employees as the testimony incorrectly suggests. 19 Other typographical errors in the Bagge testimony give the reader the impression that the witness either exaggerated shamelessly or. was not in possession of ~ll his faculties
when he appeared before. the committee. For example,. in his
discussion of an average family in rural Mexico, the ~ublished
testimony reports that Bagge stated that such a family would
generally consist of "one or twowoinen, and a number of children,
and aU of the relatives, and a few hundred dogs." 20 When a
statement such as this appears in the middle of any testimony it
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is quite difficult to take the witness seriously. When one learns
that the word "hundred" appeared erroneously in place of the
word "hungry" much of the previously justifiable skepticism is
removed. 21 The Fall papers do not provide a neat list of corrections for each testimony rendered but careful use of the manuscripts does enable the investigator to spot many other inconsistencies and non sequiturs.
The Albert Bacon Fall Mexican papers constitute an extremely
valuable primary source both for American diplomatic and Mexican revolutionary history. As yet, however, the collection has not
been adequately tapped, except by a few persons interested in
Fall himself. Let us hope ~hat future investigators who 'rely heavily
on the Fall Committee Hearings will recognize the necessity
of complementing the published report with the manuscripts.
Bibliographers could help by making reference to the Fall papers
in their extensive lists of documentary collections.

NOTES
1. United States Senate, Investigation of Mexican Affairs, Report and
Hearing Before a Sub-Committee on Foreign Relations, Senator Albert
Bacon Fall, Presiding, Pursuant to Senate Resolution 106, Senate Document No. 285 (2 vols., Washington, D.C., 1919""1920).
2. Ibid. p. 3.
3. The original manuscripts of most of the Fall papers are now located
in the Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino, California [hereinafter cited as Fall Papers (HL)]. The University of New Mexico has additional miscellaneous Fall correspondence [hereinafter cited as Fall Pa. peTS (UNM)] as well as microfilm copies of the Huntington collection.
This film and its index can be obtained in the Coronado Library as can
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the additional Fall material. The aforementioned .index is an alphabetical
listing-: of persons to whom correspondence was sent and from whom it
was received. Documents are arranged chronologically within the alpha.
I
. 11'
betlca
. lstmg.
4. E. W. Kemmerer, Monetary System of Mexico (Mexico, 1917).
This work is in Fall Papers (HL), Mexican Affairs from Senate Office
Files, Group M.
5. Fall Papers (UNM), Conditions in Mexico, 1916-1923, Folder 2.
6. Ibid., Folders 2 and 3.
7. Fall Papers (HL), Cesar Estrada to Albert Bacon Fall, Dec. 25,
1919, Mexican Affairs from Senate Office Files, Group E.
8. The reader can consult "Possible Testimony of Manuel Ruiz,"
Mexican Affairs from Senate Office Files, Group E. Ruiz was not called
before the committee to testify and as a result this testimony was never
published. Gus T. Jones was called to testify but the information which
he provided is of marginal value. Fall Committee Hearings, vol. I, pp.
1622-1623. Jones was a secret agent of the Department of Justice and,
the most valuable testimony which he offered was never printed because
it would have compromised his position. This information can be found
in Fall Papers (UNM), Testimony of Gus T. Jones, Personal and Strictly
Confidential, Conditions in Mexico, 1916-1923, Folder 3.
9. Fall Committee Hearings, vol. I, pp. 17°7-1728.
10. Fall Papers (HL), Statement of Claude 1. Dawson, Mexican
Affairs from Senate Office Files, Group D.
II. Fall Committee Hearings, vol. 2, pp. 2046-2051.
12. Fall Papers (HL), Mexican Affairs from Senate Office Files,
GroupN.
13. Fall Committee Hearings, vol. I, pp. 898-899.
14. Fall Papers (HL), Mexican Affairs from Senate Office Files,
GroupD.
15. Fall Committee Hearings, vol. I, pp. 1236-1237.
16. Fall Papers (UNM), Conditions in Mexico, 1916-1923, Folder 2.
17. Fall Committee Hearings, vol. I, pp. 1426-1428.
18. Fall Papers (UNM), Nils Olaf Bagge to Francis Kearful, Conditions in Mexico, 1916-1923, Folder 2. The letter and the copy of the corrected testimony were undoubtedly placed in the confidential file because
Senator Fall did not desire to have the gross carelessness made public.
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19. This is one of numerous instances in which a typggraphical error
resulted in a serious error of fact. Orozco was a muleteer prior to the antiDfaz .revolt of November 20, 1910. Bagge's company employed a ·very
large number of muleteers· to drive over 3,000 mules. The uncorrected
testimony published in the hearings states that .the company utilized only
300 mules. Fall .Committee Hearings, vol. 1, p. 1429. Fall Papers
(UNM), Bagge to Kearful, Conditions in Mexico, 1916-1923, Folder 2.
20. Fall Committee Hearings, vol. 1, p. 1437.
21. Fall Papers (UNM), Bagge to Kearful, Conditions in Mexico,
1916-1923, Folder 2.
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to be noted ...

tJ In

a ceremony held at the Academy of American Franciscan .History, Washington, D. c., on December 28, 1964, Father Mathias Kiemen
conferred tpe Serra Award of the Americas upon Dr. George P. Hammond. Now retiring as Director of the Bancroft Library, University of
C~lifornia, he is well known to New Mexicans, not only for his fine publications on the history of the state, but for his years at the University of
New Mexico. We are proud that his name has been added to the distinguished list of recipients of the Serra Award, granted for outstanding
contributions to inter-American scholarship -and cultural co-operation. Dr.
France V. Scholes, former Academic Vice-President and Professor of
History at the University of New Mexico, who received the Serra Award
in 1956, gave an address summarizing Dr. Hammond's career. Other noted
historians ~ho have received the Award are Herbert E. Bolton, Carlos
Castaneda,Clarence H. Haring, John Tate Lanning, Arthur P. Whitaker,
Pablo Martinez del Rio, Jorge Basadre, and Marcel Bataillon.
tj At the age of seventeen, Jasper Smith Hill hit the Forty-niner trail
to California in search of health -as well as gold. By 1852 he had left California in no better physical and financial shape than he had been on his
arrival, and he died in September 1858. His letters home, acquired by
Yale University for its Western Americana Collection in 1963, have been
edited by Doyce B. Nunis, Jr. and handsomely printed in a limited edition of 475 copies: Letters of a Young Miner, Covering the Adventures
of Jasper S. Hill During the California Goldrush, 1849-1852 (San Francisco: John Howell - Books, 1964. Pp. xiii, I I 1. Frontispiece, index, maps,
illus. $15.00).
tJ An expedition led by Robert Brewster Stanton in ,1889-1890 to
determine the feasibility of building a railroad along the Colorado River
from Green River, Utah, to the Gulf of California is chronicled in Down
the Colorado (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965. Pp. xxv,
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237. mus., maps, index. $5.00). Stanton's account, edited by Dwight L.
Sniith, is Volume 45 of The American Exploration and Travel Series.
.~ In a privately printed booklet, Colonel H. B. Wharfield, USAF,
Ret., who at one time commanded a detachment of Indian Scouts at Fort
Apache, has sifted his recollections and those of others to bring together
reliable information about these enlisted Apache: Apache Indian Scouts
(1111 Vista Grande Road, EI Cajon, California: H. B. Wharfield, 1964pp. v, 113. mus., index. $3.00).
tJ Taos Adobes, Spanish Colonial and Territorial Architecture of the
Taos Valley (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1964. Pp. vi, 80.
mus., bibliog. note. $4.95) is the second of a series of publications sponsored by the Fort Burgwin Research Center" Inc., at whose request Dr.
Bainbridge Bunting, Professor of ·Art at the University 6f New Mexico,
spent two summers recording in photographs and architectural drawings
some of the charming old buildings in the Taos area before neglect and
destruction might make such a project impossible. The text and most of
the photographs are by Dr. Bunting, and most of the drawings and
sketches by Jean Lee Booth and William R. Sims, Jr., former students at
the University of New Mexico, who did the field research under his
supervision. The result should interest and please all who delight in the
traditions and distinctive architecture of New Mexico and the Southwest.
~The editors of the New Mexico Lawman, the magazine of the New
Mexico Sheriffs and Police Association, found Donald R. Moorman's
"Holm Bursum, Sheriff 1894" (NMHR, vol. 39, no. 4, October 1964)
so much to their taste that they called the Editor on New Year's Eve to
ask permission to reprint it. She was happy to grant such a flattering
request, and Dr. Moorman's article appeared for the second time in the
February '1964 issue of the New Mexico Lawman.
tJ Paige W. Christiansen is General Editor of Publications in History
of the Socorro County Historical Society. Volume 1, which appearedih
February 1965, contains Captain Jack Crawford's account of his pursuit
of the Apache chief Victorio in 1880; a summary of the life of Juan Bautista de Anza by Christiansen; and several short anecdoes and items relating to the old days in Socorro and New Mexico. Roland F. Dickey,
Director of the University of New Mexico Press, spoke on "Life on the
Rio Grande" at the annual dinner of the Socorro and Catron Counties
Historical Societies, February 13, 1965, when the booklet was presented.
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STRANGE NEW WORLD
JOHN E. LONGHURST

IN JAMES FENIMORE C~OPER'S Homeward Bound (i838) we
strike up a shipboard acquaintance with Mr. Steadfast Dodge,
who is on his way home to America after a tour of inspection of
the decadence of Europe.
Mr. Dodge found the Parisians to be immoral and depraved,
a natural consequence of their drinking wine and eating meals
at improper hours. The Cathedral of "Notter Dam" was marred
by an irreligo~ of structure, a lack of piety in architecture, and
was much inferior in comfort and true taste to the simpler (and
healthier) American churches.. The music at the Grand Operawas altogether inferior to American music, particularly to the
spiritual songs of the Sabbath. The dancing at the French Ballet
was more suited to a funeral than a ballroom and couldn't begin
to compare with a good American cotillion. The National Gallery
was filled with obscene art, although it did have a few good stilllifes of fruit which looked natural enough to eat, and there w~re
a few other like paintings which were on a par with the work of
a young American genius named Cooley who painted realistic
store signs in Dodgetown, U.S.A.
Steadfast Dodge's contribution to the pleasures of shipboard
life was to bring to his fellow-passengers some of the pleasures
arid eXperiences of American education and self-government. The
education part consisted of a collection of aphorisms with which
Mr. Dodge daily edified his companions: men are equal in every
way, and no man can pretend to be better than another; it is presumptuous in an American to pretend to be different from his

I
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fellow-citizens; no man has a right to be peculiar in a free country;
the idea of exclusiveness is odious to the People; the People rule,
and ought to rule; true liberty means "equal laws, equal rights,
equality in all respects, and- pure, abstract, unqualified liberty,
beyond all question, sir." And: "Liberty ... is a boon that merits
our unqualified gratitude, and which calls for our daily and hourly
thanks to the gallant spirits who, in the days that tried men's souls,
were foremost in the tented field, and in the councils of the nation."
For education in the principles of self-government, Mr. Dodge
proposed the formation among the passengers of a society to
perpetuate the morals and the religious principles of the nation's
forefathers. He also sought to create a society for abstaining from
liquor, and another to conduct a straw vote on the forthcoming
presidential election.
The practice of self-government was as important on the high
seas as it was on land. The only proper way to run a ship-or anything else-was by majority vote. So Mr. Dodge canvassed the
passengers on navigation matters and confronted the Captain with
the intelligence that Popular Opinion was opposed to his judgments on the handling of the ship. The direction of the ship's
course was "monstrous unpopular" and, Mr. Dodge warned, "public opinion is setting so strong against you, that I expect an explosion," and furthermore, that if news of all this got into the
papers back home it would spread "like fire on the prairies."
Steadfast Dodge was a democrat-a democrat so pure that he
would allow no man a right even to his own senses except by popular consent. He was a product of that part of America where
people lived and thought in gangs, where few had the moral
courage to assert their own individuality, and where the great mass
was blindly addicted to the proposition that while everyone had
privileges, nobody had any rights. Dodge, who was too meek, and
"too purely democratic ever to speak aloud unless under the shadow of public opinion," was thus transformed into an American
demagogue-a genuine Inquisitor-"precisely in obedience to those
(
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feelings and inclinatiops which would have made him a courtier
anywhere else."
Majorities [Cooper goes on] were his hobbies, and though singularly timid as an individual, put him on the strongest side and he
was ready to face the devil. In short, Mr. Dodge was a people's man,
because his strongest desire, his "ambition and pride," as he often
expressed it, was· to be a man of the people~ In his particular neighborhood at home, sentiment ran in veins, like gold in the mines, or
in streaks of public opinion; and though there might be three or
four of these public sentiments, so long as each had its party, no
one was afraid to avow it; but as for maintaining a notion that was
not thus upheld, there was a savor of aristocracy about it' that would
damn even a mathematical proposition, though regularly solved and
proved. So much and so long had Mr. Dodge respired a moral atmosphere of this community character and gregarious propensity,
that he had, in many things, lost all sense of his individuality; as
much so, in fact, as if he breathed with a pair of county lungs, ate
with a common mouth, drank from the town-pump, and slept in
the open air. . . .
[He] never did anything beyond acts of the most ordinary kind
without first weighing its probable effect in the neighborhood....
No Asiatic slave stood more in terror of a vindictive master than
Mr. Dodge stood in fear and trembling before [the majority]. . . .
As to the minority, he was as brave as a lion, could snap his fingers
at them, and was foremost in deriding and scoffing at all they
said and did. . . .
Steadfast Dodge was a man that wished to meddle with and control all things, without possessing precisely the spirit that was necessary to leave him master of himself; he had a rabid desire for the
good opinion of everything human, without always taking the
means necessary to, preserve his own; [he] was a stout declaimer
for the rights of the community, while forgetting that the community itself is but a means set up for the accomplishment of a given
end; and [he] felt an inward and profound respect for everything
that was beyond his reach, which manifested itself, not ill manly
efforts to attain the forbidden fruit, but rather in a spirit of opposition and detraction that only betrayed, through its jealousy, the
existence of the feeling. This jealousy, however, he affected to conceal u.nder an intense regard for popular rights, since' he was apt
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to inver [that] it was quite intolerable that any man should possess
anything, even to qualities, in which his neighbors might not properly participate. All these, moreover, and many similar traits, Mr.
Dodge encouraged in the spirit of liberty!

But Steadfast Dodge was after all a coward and a sneak, andas contemporary wisdom has it-it isn't fair to condemn a whole
group just because of the actions of a certain few. Fenimore
Coopercdoes not let us off so easily. In his next novel (Home as
Found, also 1838) we are introduced to Aristabulus Bragg, a compound-of honesty and dupliCity, kindness and selfishness, impudence and humility-a man, in short, like mo~t of us. And what
has Aristabulus Bragg become in the new egalitarian Utopia of
North America? Like Steadfast Dodge, he is a "political mushroom." His notion of honesty is that anything is honest if it is
not against the law. He has a "secret sense" that he is qualified for
any station in life; he never hesitates to speak on any subj~ct
whether he knows anything about it or not, on the theory that
opinion imposes no obligation to knowledge. He recognizes no
distinctions among men except those based on money (to which
he gives a "practical deference") and political success (toward
which he feels the reverence of a serf for his feudal lord). And,
of course, he abdicates all personal judgment in the face of the
mass.
Steadfast Dodge would have been a despicable character in
any environment. But Aristabulus Bragg was a product of circumstance:
'
j

Had it been his fortune to be thrown earlier into a better sphere,
the same natural qualities that rendered him so expert in his present
situation, would have conduced to his improvement, and most probably would have fornied a gentleman, a scholar, and one who c(lUld
!lave contributed largely to the welfare and tastes of his feliowcreatures. That such was not his fate, was more his misfortune than
his fault, for his plastic character had readily taken the impression
of those things that~rom propinquity alone pressed hardest on it.
On the other hand, Steadfast [DodgeI was a hypocrite by nature,
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cowardly, envious, and malignant; and circumstances had only lent
their aid to the natural tendencies of his disposition. That two men
so differently constituted at their birth, should meet, as it might be,
in a common centre, in so many of their habits and opinions, was
merely the result of accident and education.

This must have sounded like strange language from a native
American patriot, and a Jeffersonian liberal at that. Fenimore
Cooper had a passionate love of America, and he never lost his
conviction that America could offer to all mankind the greatest
opportunity for freedom and happiness ever provided on this
J?lanet. Duringa visit to Italy he wrote:
It would seem that, as nature has given its periods to the stages of
animal life, it has also set limits to all moral and political ascendency.
While the city of [the] Medici is receding from its crumbling walls,
... the Queen of the Adriatic [is] sleeping on her muddy isles, and
Rome itself is only to be traced by fallen temples and buried columns, the youthful vigor of America is fast covering the wilds of
the West with the happiest fruits of human industry.

In I 833 Cooper returned to America after seven years abroad,
and he was shocked 'by what he saw. Soon after his arrival he
wrote his friend William Skinner that in the short time since his
return' he ha9 already seen enough to convincehirn that "antiAmerican sentiments" were more popular in his native land than
true American ideals. From that time until his death in I 8-5 I ,
Cooper's life was consumed by an unhappy passion for correcting
the evils into which his country was drifting. He not only failed,
but in the words of Howard Mumford Jones, whose latest volume* inspires this brief essay: "Alas for republics! Cooper was
jailed, suffered many times from the tyranny of majority opinion,
and lost his pristine enthusiasm for 'democracy.'"
Fenimore Cooper was a 6.erce individualist, so he was sensitive
to tyranny even when it wore the trappings of liberty. And it was
• Howard Mumford Jones. 0 Strange New World. American Culture: the
Formative Years. New York: The Viking Press, 1964.
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a special kind of tyranny-in a new and strange form which defied even the articulate Tocqueville's efforts to find a suitable
word for it-which Cooper found to be the besetting sin of the
new "anti-America." It was not a question of political liberty,
which Americans enjoyed to a greater degree than any other
people. It was, rather, a question of personal liberty, which in
America was threatened by the "extra-legal authority" of popular
pressure. Cooper speaks of it in his Gleanings in Europe (1837):
The American goes and comes when he pleases, and no one asks
for a passport; he has his political rights; talks of his liberty; swaggers of his advantages, and yet does less as he pleases, even in innocent things, than the Frenchman. His neighbours form a police,
and a most troublesome and impertinent one it sometimes proves
to he.

The individuality of American character was slowly being undermined by the advances.of an "overwhelming mediocrity" which
admitted of no differences among men, which hated superiority
and independence of spirit, and which looked on the Ilinsulated
effort of the mind" as dangerously aristocratic. Other unhappy
consequences derived from this blight of self-satisfied ignorance:
the submergence of the individual in a tasteless common identity,
with a cheap set of values which worshipped money,despised
culture, practiced ~n aggressive familiarity, and lived in a perpetual boasting and smug self-conceit about its own virtues. This
was the strange new world of Steadfast Dodge and Aristabulus
. Bragg to which Cooper returned in 1833.
The bitter disillusionment of Fenimore Cooper at the betrayal
of American ideals by the Americans themselves is not, properly
speaking, the subject matter of Mr. Jones's new book The noted
historian from Harvard has set out, in this product of his amber
years, to examine America from early times to the age of Jackson
Cland beyond"), as it appeared both to itself and to its European
parents. His thesis is that the Old World projected into the New
"a rich, complex, and contradictory set of habits, forces, practices,
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values, and presuppositions," and that the inhabitants of the New
World accepted some of these, modified or rejected others, or
"fused them with inventions of its own."
,
Since American History is not within this reviewer's special
field of competence, we leave to the practitioners of that art the
responsibility of judging how well Professor Jones has discharged
his task. But certainly it may be said that a book which spurs its
reader on to the pleasures of further inquiry has achieved a rare
and worthwhile object. And Professor Jones, in his middle and
later chapters (VI, VII, VIII, and IX), where he deals with the
general character of the new American "culture" of the late 18th
and early 19th centuries, has driven us to reading the likes of
Benjamin Franklin, Tom Paine, Jean de Crevecoeur, Noah Webster, and finally to wading through the heavy prose of Cooper's
novels.
One of the major notions of American culture to develop in the
early years was that the New World was a kind of terrestrial paradise, the hope of the. human race. The American settlers, says
Professor Jones, looked upon themselves as the "heirs of all the
ages in the foremost files of time. . .. They believed they were
opening a new epoch in the history of mankind," The Royal
American Magazine in 1774 suggested that the highest perfection
of all branches of knowledge had been reserved (presumably by
Inscrutable Providence) for the "land of light and freedom." In
a July 4th oration in Boston in 1825 Charles Sprague announced
-as many others have done before and ~ince-that the achievement of Alllerican independence "will stand in history [as] the
epoch from which to compute the real duration of political liberty." Noah 'Webster saw a Mosaic parallel between the new
American era and the "promulgation of the Jewish laws at Mount
Sinai." Tom Paine, a modern Joshuain a new Canaan, declared
that "alien vices" linger and die in the healthful climate of "the
land that Howeth with milk and honey, America." Crevecoeur,
whose Letters from. an American Farmer is a melodious blend of
natural history and bucolic hosannas, speaks in tones reminiscent
\
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of St: Paul's exhortations to the Gentiles.on the happy fruits of
Mystical Union: "We are the most perfect society now existing
in the world." "The American is a new man, who acts upon new
principles." "Here anEuiopean, fatigued with luxury, riches, and
pleasures, may find a sweet relaxation."\Here, the newcomer "begins to feel the effects of a sort of resurrection; hitherto he had
not lived, but simply vegetated." "How happy we are here....
How thankful we ought to be."
,
America was Arcady as well as Canaan. It was graced with
beautiful flora and magnificent lush 'landscape (unlike the original Arcady), and was peopled by the Noble Savage, a red counter'"
part of Daphnis and Chloe, possessed of the same'innocence and
virtue. The Noble Savage soon dispelled some of these notions
with his tomahawk but the ideal he represented was transferred
to the white man, with the European immigrant now taking on
the virtues infused by the natural environment of the new Utopia
across the sea. Professor Jones tells of a traveller in America in
the late 1750'S who reports of some German settlers in the Shenandoah Valley that, living in the midst of scenes of unsurpassed
pastoral splendor, they enjoy perfect liberty; they know neither
poverty nor vices, and covet none of the (corruptive) elegancies
of life. Rather, "they possess what many princes would give their
dominions for, health, content, and tranquility of mind."
Paine, Jefferson and most others considered the farmer to be
the ideal political unit in the new society-a manly, independent
citizen, his personality fulfilled and his intelligence flowered by
his daily contact with the soil. Literary men sang paeans to the
self-reliance, industry, domestic virtues and religious faith nurtured on the farm. Crevecoeur defines the rustic virtues of the
farmer's counterpart, the granitic seafaring people of Nantucket
and Martha's Vineyard:
They have all, from the highest to the lowest, a singular keenness
of judgment, unassisted by any academical light; they all possess a
large share of good sense . . . [which] approaches nearest to the
infallibility of instinct. Shining talents and University knowledge
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would be entirely useless here, nay, would be dangerous; it would
pervert their plain judgment.

Which explains why Cn~vecoeur's local farm-belt minister prepared his best sermons while he walked behind the plough. And
which also explains the curious sub-title of one of Noah Webster's books (The Prompter): "A Commentary on Common Sayings and Subjects, which are full of Common Sense-the Best
Sense in the World." In any event, it certainly explains Poor
Richard.
Out of all this there evolved, by fundamentalist law, the Whore
of Babylon tradition in American thought. Professor Jones supplies numerous examples of American feeling toward the luxurious, effeminate and degenerate European world left behind. The
American Magazine in 1757 denounced European luxuries (mostly French), from ostentatious buildings to masquerades. A local
Reverend in 1763 preached against excessive trade with Europe
lest it result in an inundation of the wealth and luxury of that
corrupter continent. The Royal American Magazine in 1774 informed its readers that Europeans "whom' the circling cup of
luxury intoxicates" were "unfit to cultivate Ohio's banks." One
Tench Coxe wrote of the "madness for foreign finery" which
"rages and destroys" and, warned that America held no charms
for the "dissipated and voluptuous part of mankind." We are also
disappointed to learn that the urbane and intellectual Jefferson
warned that a young man (under 30) would be better off to stay
at horne. In Europe he learns drinking, develops a fondness for
European luxury and dissipation, becomes dazzled by aristocracy,
and in general "loses in his knowledge, in his morals, ~n his
health, in his habits, and in his happiness." We know what to'
expect from Torn Paine: he describes France (before the Revolution, of course) as a "country that was like the lap of sensual
pleasure," and an "Augean stable of parasites and plunderers."
As for humor, what is funny in Europe is certainly not funny in
America:
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European wit is one of the worst articles we can import. It . . . debauches the very vitals of chastity, and gives a false coloring to
every thing it censures or defends. We soon grow fatigued with
the excess, and withdraw like gluttons sickened with intemperance.

Under such circumstances as these, it is no surprise that learning and literature did not prosper in the new Arcady. Professor
Jones assesses the general influence on America of the traditions
of European· Renaissance culture which flourished during the
early centuries of American colonization, and concludes that they
had little if any effect in America. During the colonial period,
some Americans went on the grand tour through Europe, and
occasionally somebody owned a Renaissance painting. It may
also be said, for the sake of irrelevant argument, that the Virginia gentry and the New England Brahmin are in some degree
modeled on the courtier 6f Castiglione. But the fact remains that
"direct contact between Renaissance culture, however defined,
and the rising American republic diminished and virtually disappeared with the Revolution."
In the matter of Spanish influence on American culture, Professor Jones starts out bravely to make a case for it:
It was this Spanish culture, founded in medievalism, reshaped by
the Renaissance, and transformed by the Baroque and by the Enlightenment, with which the English, after them the British and
the British North Americans, and finally the citizens of the United
States were incessantly in contact.

However, when we get down to cases, we learn that American
interest in its Spanish cultural heritage seems to have been confined largely to incidental effects of the Spanish presence in North
America: the use of the Spanish language in the American southwest; the California mission; a vocabulary for the American cattleman, and tourist attractions (churches, buildings, fortifications)
for the "wandering Anglo-Saxons." In ·music there is little evidence to offer until the 20th century when the tango and rhum-
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ba came into vogue, if one considers that to be evidence. In literature, Spanish influence in: America before Washington Irving
appears in the confections of a handful of "romantic" novels, of
which Simms's The Damsel of Darien (1839) is an instructive
example. As Professor Jones says, in classic understatement, none
of this stuff really plumbs the "depths of Spanish character."
It is (happily) undeniable that Massachusetts Bay in the colonial and early national periods was a center of intellectual
activity in a great many fields.. But this tradition, particularly the
sense of historical connection with the ancient past which characterized the educated European'of the '19th century, was soon
dissipated in America. "Few statesmen," says Professor Jones,
"were convinced, as the Revolutionary and Federal generations
had been, that classical history and the classic philosophers offered
guide lines to the nation." And, "The administration of John
Quincy Adams (1825-29) probably closed the era in which the
classical past was a dynamic force in American public life."
If the Americans rejected the learning of the past in general,
and of Europe in particular, they seemed to be little inclined to
put anything in its place. "Learning" and "culture" were, after
all, corruptive artifacts of the degenerate luxuries of Europe, and .
contrary to the healthy traditions of the Arcadian rustic. Hear this
remarkable passage from Crevecoeur. His wife cautions him
against letting it be known that he has taken to writing, for "there
would be no end of the talk of the people." He could well be accused of "vain notions" .and suspected of being up to some mischief. Some would wonder what it was that a man could possibly
write so much about; others might think he had aspirations for
public office. Consider, she warns, that his reputation might be
at stake. Instead of their being well looked upon as they were,
and living in peace with the world, the neighbors would be making strange surmises. "I had rather be as we are, neither better
nor worse than the rest of our country folks." So let his wl\iting
remain a secret, "as great a secret as if it were some heinous crime."
. Englishmen and Europeans may write, says she, because they are

;
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"strange people" and have nothing else to do, since they live on
bank notes and don't work.
. Crevecoeur's American farmer describes his library as consisting
of a few musty books which his father had brought from England,
and which consisted mostly of hardnosed Scotch Divinity. So too
does Franklin tell us in his Autobiography: "My father's little
library consisted chiefly of books in polemic divinity." And George
Ticknor's description of the difficulties he encountered in· 18 I 3
trying to learn German in Boston (a comparative citadel of American intellectualism) recalls the obstacles faced by the Renaissance
Italian in his efforts, to learn Greek before the coming of Chrysoloras. Even Noah Webster, whose chief mission in life was to
create a native American language free from the corruptions of
Europe and guided by democratic rather than literary principles,
complained at length about these problems: "Our colleges are
disgracefully destitute of books;" "scarcely a branch of science can
be fully investigated in America for want of books;" "in the higher
branches of literature our learning is superficial to a shameful
degree;" "as to classical learning, history ... mathematics, astronomy, chemistry, botany, and natural history ... we maybe said
to have no learning at all;" "I see everywhere a disposition to
decry the ancient and original authors." There was a reason for it, '
a viewpoint implicit in the new Arcady, and it must have pained
a patriot like Webster to say so: "a man who has grown suddenly
from a dunghill, by a fortunate throw. of the die, avoids a man
of learning as you would a tiger."
America's "secular Bible," says Professor Jones, is the Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin. Reading this volume again, after
a good many years, one is struck with Franklin's wisdom and common sense unadulterated by pious delusions. But this reader was
also struck with the uneasy suspicion that the wise .and honored
Franklin understood everything and felt nothing. He escaped
being a poet, he says, because his father pointed out to him that
people who wrote verse never made any money. Poetry did have
some utility, however; it was an amusing way now and then to
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improves one's language, "but no farther." This sort of thing is
depressing enough in a man of Franklin's stature. But in the
lesser endowed tribe of his spiritual descendants Franklin's spirit
of practicality and utilitarianism not only denies any importance
to aesthetic experience, as Professor Jones says, but it encourages
the growth of a "dreary self-regard and a drearier hypocrisy." In
our opinion, it does even more; It helps to create the modern mutation of Steadfast Dodge and Aristabulus Bragg-the aggressive
Philistine of Main Street who drains the hills of color and blasphemes the ancient prophets as he sets about to create a strange
new world in his own bleak image.

J
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As it ,leaves behind the fifth year of its second century of being,
the Historical Society of New Mexico can look back on a year of
some accomplishments. It can also look forward to the challenge
of several important tasks urgently soliciting its attention for the
future.
Six affiliated societies have been added to the two named in
the report for 1963. The affiliated societies are:
Historical Society of Southwestern New Mexico at
Silver City
Dona Ana County Historical Society at Las Cruces
Taos County Historical Society at Taos
Albuquerque Historical Society at Albuquerque
Tularosa Basin Historical Society at Alamogordo
Socorro County Historical Society at Socorro
Artesia Historical Commission at Artesia .
Chaves County Historical Society at Roswell
Mrs. Laura Clapier rendered valuable service in creating interest through her correspondence with these societies.
A project planned to enlist the cooperation of all individuals
and groups interested in New Mexico history is a guide to manu.scripts and records (public and private) in repositories throughout
the State. The need for this guide is universally acknowledged.
The enterprise can be accomplished, but it will require the dedicated effort of many individuals.
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Important as is volunteer help in the compilation of this guide,
it is possible that professional services will be required. This will
take money, which brings up an important consideration for the
following year. The Society is a private, non-profit corporation.
Officers and committee members can do much to carry out its
functions. As its fields of encleavor expand, however, certain areas
of record keeping and organization need the continuity of effort
supplie~ by paid employees. This seems always to be a difficult
step in the growth of any organization. 'It would seem, nevertheless, that it is a consideration that must be faced by the memb~r
ship of the Society. The need will not go away if it is ignored.
Thus, an endowment fund committee has been established for
1965. It is the judgment of your president that this committee
must be supported if your Society is to fulfil! the venerable historical heritage entrusted to its care.
The second annual New Mexico Hall of Fame banquet was
held on October 17 at Milton Student Center of New Mexico
State University in Las Cruces. Honored were Juan de Onate;
Christopher (Kit) Carson, and William A. Keleher. This banquet was attended by nearly 200 persons. Many volunteers gave
unstintingly of their time and talents to make it an outstanding
success.
In addition to news notes in four issues of the NMHR, seven
bulletins were distributed to the membership. These were ably
edited by Mrs. Louise Rutz. The tradition established last year
was carried a step forward by publication of 1964 Hall of Fame
Essays. A grant of $750 by the Sears Roebuck Foundation was a
most worthy contribution to this cause.
Your treasurer, George McKim, reports income of $3,2°9.12
for the year. Obligations incurred amounted to. $4,771.4°. Of
this amount $3,133.20 has been paid leaving present liabilities
of $1,638.70, with a current cash balance of $75.92. It should
be noted that this unpaid amount is in connection with the costs
. to establish our claim to ownership of Northern Jurisdiction
Papers of the Mexican Government in New Mexico. Our suit
was pressed under the able guidance of our latest Advisory Coun-
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cil member, Mr. Jack Watson, Santa Fe attorney. We did not
prevail in our cause, but widespread attention was called to the
need for locating and preserving documents lost in the past by
the Territory and State.
The ,'rec9rd of our activities has been minutely kept by our
historian, Mrs. Carla Wilson. Mrs. Mae (Latham) Rector and
her membership committee have worked diligently throughout
the year.
VICTORWESTPHALL, President

